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I. EXECUTIVE BRIEF 

Title: Presentation and review of proposed Economic Inclusion Policy Option Matrices for 
consideration by the Board of County Commissioners. 

Summary: The Office of Small Business Assistance staff with the consultant, Franklin M. Lee, 
conducted three external stakeholder meetings to obtain feedback and comments to assist in 
policy deliberation phase priorities development, to address disparity study findings and to 
identify priorities for changes to policy and administrative practices. Participant comments were 
solicited and included in the overall drafting of the policy option matrices in the areas of 
construction, professional services, and goods and other services (commodities). Countywide 
(HH). 

Background and Policy Issues: On May 1, 2018, the Board of County Commissioners entered 
into contract with Tydings & Rosenberg, LLP, and more specifically Mr. Franklin M. Lee, a 
partner in that firm and an accomplished attorney: in the area of disparity study review, policy 
and Small/Minority/Women Business Enterprise (S/M/WBE) program implementation. The 
deliverables included two phases which encompassed the development of a timetable for 
meeting with Palm Beach County staff and stakeholders to obtain and present feedback on 
policy options; present Policy Option Matrix to counsel and executive staff summarizing a menu 
of legally defensible policy options that are best practices for amending the SBE program, 
identifying factual support/justification in study for each policy option; amendments to SBE 
eligibility requirements, standards and procedures; drafting of proposed M/WBE program policy 
and ordinance, and presentation of draft S/M/WBE Policy to the BCC for review and approval. 
To date the following deliverables have been completed: Timetable development; held three 
internal/external stakeholder meetings; held two internal stakeholder meetings; presentation of 
Policy Option Matrices for review and comments to counsel and executive staff summarizing a 
menu of legally defensible policy options that are best practices for amending the SBE program 
and identification of factual support/justification in study for each policy option presented. 
Outstanding deliverables include drafting the SBE and M/WBE program policies for presentation 
to the BCC for review and approval. 

Attachments: 

1. Policy Option Matrix (POM) - Part I -Administrative Reforms and Construction 
2. POM Part II - Professional Services (CCNA and Non-CCNA) 
3. POM Part Ill - Goods and other Services (Commodities) 

Recommended by: 

Approved 



II. FISCAL IMP ACT ANALYSIS 

A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact: 

Fiscal Years 2018 2019 

Capital 
Expenditures 
Operating Costs 
External 
Revenues 
Program 
Income( County) 
In-Kind 
Match( County 
NET FISCAL 
IMPACT 
#ADDITIONAL 
FTE 
POSITIONS 
(CUMULATIVE 

Is Item Included in Current Budget? 
Does this item include the use of federal funds? 

Budget Account No: 
Fund Dept. Unit 

Yes 
Yes 

2020 

No 
No 

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact: 

C. Departmental Fiscal Review: 

III. REVIEW COMMENTS: 

A. OFMB Fiscal and/or Contract Dev. and Control Comments: 

B. Legal Sufficiency 

C. Other Department Review 

Department Director 

2021 

{THIS SUMMARY IS NOT TO BE USED AS A BASIS FOR PAYMENT.) 

2022 



REMEDIAL POLICY OPTIONS FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY'S 
EQUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM <PART I-ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS AND CONSTRUCTION) 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-5-18) 

Introduction 

The following policy option matrices and recommendations related to Non-Industry-Specific Administrative Reforms and 
Construction Industry-related remedies were initially based upon our legal review of the November 2017, Final Report entitled 
"Disparity Study Final Report" ("Study") performed for Palm Beach County ("the County") by Mason Tillman Associates, LTD. 
{"MTA''). Beginning in July 2018, the County convened a group of internal County staff stakeholders, as well as a group of Small, 
Local, Minority, and Women Business Enterprise stakeholders and trade association representatives from Palm Beach County for 
purposes of extensively reviewing and debating the key findings and recommendations of the Study to facilitate development of this 
Policy Option Matrix.1 This first draft of the Policy Option Matrix now reflects many of the predominant views from this stakeholder 
deliberation process regarding the efficacy and justifications for various legally defensible policy elements. This document is now 
intended to facilitate similar consideration and further discussion between the business community stakeholders and the Board of 
Commissioners in furtherance of the Board's deliberations regarding the merit of various proposed components of a new Equal 
Business Opportunity ("EBO") Program. The EBO Program will ultimately take the form of draft amendments to the County 
Purchasing Code, the SBE Ordinance, and the Purchasing Procedures Manual and shall reflect features similar to those outlined 
herein. 

In all, there are three distinct parts to this Policy Option Matrix. Part I focuses on administrative reforms and construction 
industry-related remedies. Part II focuses on professional services industry-related remedies (including CCNA design contracts and 
other professional services. Finally, Part ill focuses on remedies related to goods and other (i.e., non-professional) services segments. 
Within this Part I of the Policy Option Matrix, Table I summarizes proposed miscellaneous prpcurement policy and administrative 
reforms that are not industry-specific small I minority I women business enterprise program elements, but that are worthy of 
consideration by the County based upon a review of the full factual predicate evidence gathered from this Study effort. Such evidence 

1 Altogether, two internal County staff stakeholder meetings and three such Business Stakeholder meetings were held within the month of July 2018 in advance 
of preparation of this document. These internal and external stakeholder sessions were facilitated by Franklin Lee, Esq. 
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includes, but is not limited to, testimony from stakeholders and public comment during this policy deliberation phase. As a result of U.S. Supreme Court precedents requiring narrow tailoring of remedies under the "strict scrutiny" standard, the County should first consider the use of race- and gender-neutral remedial options as reflected in Tables I and II-A, and only resort to the race- and genderconscious remedial options reflected in Tables I and II-B when it has reason to believe that neutral remedies, in and of themselves, will be insufficient to fully eliminate disparities resulting from discrimination.2 

Tables II-A and II-B below summarize respectively the remedial industry-specific race-neutral Small Business Enterprise ("SBE") policy options and the race- and gender-conscious minority/women business enterprise ("MIWBE") policy options for the Construction Industry that may be legally defensible and somewhat effective in addressing identified barriers to M/WBE participation in Palm Beach County ("County") contracts. Table 11-A reflects those recommendations for industry-specific remedial policy options that are race- and gender-neutral. Table 11-B reflects those recommendations for industry-specific remedial policy options that are race- and gender-conscious (i.e., they do not include the use of racial or gender classifications). 

2 This "Part f' of the draft Policy Option Matrix includes a total of 27 various policy recommendations, of which 17 are race-and gender-neutral and 10 are raceand gender-conscious in nature. Twelve of the sixteen non-industiy-specific administrative reforms and other policy options described in Table I are race- and gender-neutral. Four of the sixteen non-indusny-specific reforms and policy options are race- and gender- conscious. Those four of the non-industiy-specific race- and gender- conscious policy options either address administrative problems that undermined the effectiveness of the SBE program, or address identified barriers to the business formation and growth ofMIWBE firms that are influenced by race or gender regardless of industiy (e.g., unequal access to bonding and capital). "RIC" references within the numerical label of a policy option mean that the proposed policy is a "race- and gender-conscious" remedy. "RIN" references within the numerical label of a policy option mean that the proposed policy is a "race- and gender-neutral" remedy. 
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TABLE I: NON-INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC POLICY OPTIONS AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS 
FOR THE COUNTY'S EQUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

Administrative 
Relorins'& 

No1l~Industrr
s0eclfic 

P.oliey Options 

All Industries 
(R/N-1) 

Centralized Bidder 
Registration 
System/ Data 

Extraction I and 
Data Management 

Enhancements 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-5-18) 

MTA 
. Recommendations 

Implement a centralized 
automated web-based 
accounting system 
capable of tracking 
availability of all prime 
and subcontractors by 
industry and by spend 
dollars. (Study p. 12-23 
to 12-27) 

FML concurs. 
Registration on the 
Centralized Bidder 
Registration system 
("CBR") should be 
mandatory for every 
prime contractor and 
subcontractor that is 
ready and able to sell 
some good or service 
that the County 
purchases, and that 
wishes to be solicited to 
bid on County contracts 
or subcontracts, that 
desires to submit a bid 
with the County, or have 
an invoice aid for oods 

3 

ReievantF:nldillgs/ 
\t11Stificiltiom . 

Enables narrow tailoring 
of project-specific goals 
based on best available 
current measure of firms 
that are ready, willing, 
and able to bid on 
County contracts; also 
provides transparency in 
contract awards and 
actual payments at prime 
contract and subcontract 
levels for all firms, not 
just M/WBEs. 

Pros &.Cons 

Pro: Strengthens 
defensibility of 
disparity study and 
program goal
setting; reduces 
administrative 
burden in setting 
goals and tracking 
payments; facilitates 
enforcement of 
prompt payment 
provisions on behalf 
of subcontractors; 
facilitates focused 
outreach efforts; 
enhances 
competition; levels 
l in eld or 



or services sold to, or on smaller firms ' 
All Industries behalf of, Palm Beach marketing efforts; 

(R/N-1) County. Due diligence and reduces time and 
on a number of off-the- expense for next 

Centralized Bidder shelf software products dispartty study. 
Registration designed for this purpose 
System/ Data should be undertaken. Cons: None. 

Extraction I and System should have the 
Data Management capability of providing 

Enhancements data in real time on 
(continued) relative availability of 

SIM/WBE firms by 
commodity code and 
ethnicity I gender 
ownership status, prime 
contract dollar payments 
made by County, and 
subcontractor payments 
made by prime 
contractors. Data should 
be sortable by firm 
name, firm size, firm 
location, commodity 
codes jn bidder profiles, 
certification status, 
cumulative dollars paid, 
contract utilization data, 
etc. 
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. 

Administrative MTA . ReievaitfFI1lilgsJ Pros&Cons 
ReforlDs& Recommendations Additional :QJ!tions · · luStifications 

Nol1...Jn.du§!ll-
Specific 

Eoli£l: O.J!tions 

All Industries The County should adopt FML concurs. Many small and M/WBE Pro: Smaller 
(R/N-2) criteria for determining firms have difficulty in contracts enhance 

in advance of bid competing for larger competition and give 
Administrative solicitations whether contracts due to lack of smaller firms and 

Strategies I individual contracts access to capital and MIWBEfirms a 
De-bundling I Re- should be de-bundled or capacity issues. (Study better opportuniry to 

packaging of subdivided into smaller pp. 6-7 to 6-18; 6-11, win contracts. 
Contracts contracts, and Table 6.7; and 7-1 to 7-

conversely, whether 27) Regression analysis Con: De-Bundling 
smaller informal based upon PUMS data contracts increases 
contracts and numerous indicates disparities are the number of 
decentralized purchase not likely explained by contracts that have to 
orders should be bundled differences in capacity. be advertised, issued, 
into larger annual (Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20, 6- and monitored by 
contracts, in order to 7 to 6-18; 10-22 to 10- County staff. It is 
enhance competition and 25; and pp. 8-1to8-9). easier to administer 
to enhance opportunities As M/WBEs tend to be and manage a single 
forS/M/WBE smaller on average with large contract versus 
participation. (Study p. relatively lower sales several smaller ones. 
12-21 to 12-30). volume, they probably Sometimes, costs are 

are less cost-competitive adversely affected bv 
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because they are not de-bundling. 
eligible for the same 
volume discounts from 
their suppliers that larger 
competitors receive. 
l\1oreover,l\1/\VBE 
financing costs and 

All Industries bonding costs have often 
(R/N-2) been demonstrated to be 

higher even after 
Administrative controlling for 

Strategies I creditworthiness and 
De-bundling I Re- other relevant factors. 

packaging of 
Contracts 

(Continued) 
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AdminiStrative MTA Relevant Findings I P,ros&Cons 
Reforms& Recommendations Additional Ot>tions Justifieations 

Non~llidustn:~ 
SPeCific 

Polig Oetions 

All Industries Under circumstances Smaller subcontractors Pros: Minimizes 
(R/N-3) where mobilization fees and younger potential for default 

are paid to prime subcontractors are in due to slow payment 
Subcontract contractors, include greater need of and inability to 

Remedies flow-down contractual mobilization fees due to finance projects. 
(Mobilization and provisions to insure that unequal access to capital. Places 

Revolving Working subcontractors also are M/WBEs have lower subcontractors in 
Capital Fund) extended a proportional earnings than similarly same position as 

amount of mobilization situated non-minority primes for purposes 
fees by the primes. The firms, and therefore of mobilization. 
County should notify all likely have less retained 
subs when such earnings to assist in Cons: Requires 
mobilization fees have obtaining financing for County to issue 
been paid to the prime, upcoming projects. payments in advance 
and web site postings (Study at pp. 9-1 to 9- of delivery of goods 
and emails should 20.) or services. 
provide transparency Undermines ability 
regarding the availability to hold 
and payment of such subcontractors and 
advance fees. prime contractors 
Providing a revolving accountable for 
working capital fund performance (at least 
administered by a third- on first phase of 
party non-profit or credit contract). A 
union for benefit of revolvinf! workinf! 
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S/M/WBE firms working capital fund 
All Industries on County contracts administered by 

(R/N-3) should be a focus of the third-party non-profit 
County's Banking may be less 

Subcontract Consortium to better problematic. 
Remedies serve S/M/WBE 

(Mobilization and financing needs. 
Revolving Working 

Capital Fund) 
(continued) 
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Administrative MTA RelevantFindinll§ I Pros&Cons 
Reforms& Recommendations AdditioJiaI··Ol!tions •Justifications -

Non7Indt1strv-
Specific - . 

Poli£! Ol!tions 

All Industries Monthly contract FML concurs, and Slow payment and false Pros: Monitoring 
(R/N-4) compliance monitoring advocates continual reporting of SIM/WBE and reporting is 

should be conducted by monitoring of contract utilization is fairly essential to contract 
Contract EBO Office Staff to compliance with commonplace. Online compliance effort. 

Monitoring & insure integrity of SIM/WBE inclusion monitoring and Tracking goals 
Reporting (Multi- SIM/WBE program. commitments through verification of purported against utilization on 

year Contracts and This helps to minimize CBR system. Advance subcontractor prime contracts with 
Change Orders) hardships on identification of potential performance and multi-year terms, and 

subcontractors and non-compliance enables payment is crucial to unexpected change 
avoids situations where corrective action to be integrity ofEBO orders. 
prime has self-performed taken before all project Program. Economic 
all of the work promised funds have been drawn inclusion requirements Cons: None. 
to the subcontractors. down and spent. This is are a material deliverable 
(Study at pp. 12-21 to especially important on under the terms of the 
12-30) change orders and multi- contracts, and breach of 

year contracts. All this term must be dealt 
substitutions for with appropriately. 
SIM/WBE Ongoing monitoring is 
subcontractors should be essential in identifying 
for cause and should be such non-compliance. 
subject to prior approval 
by EBO Office. 
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Administrative MTA .· Relevant'Fmdmg§ / Pros &Cons 
Reforms& Recolllmendations AdditionalOptions j'iisfifications 

Non+Ilid.Wi!!:I-
sneeific 

'· I 

Eolic:i;onttons 

Pros: Enhances 
All Industries MTA recommends a FML concurs. These Study at pp. 12-21to12- transparency and 

(R/N-5) number of enhancements website 30. access to bidding 
to County's website to recommendations should process for SIMIWBE 

Website make it more user- also be carefully contractors and 
Enhancement friepdly and to enhance reviewed to assure that vendors; also 

Strategi,es transparency regarding they also accommodate enhances outreach 
upcoming, ongoing, and all recommendations for and compliance 
past contract awards, and establishment of a monitoring 
to integrate EBO Centralized Bidder capabilities for EBO 
Program's objectives and Registration system as Program. 
mission into that website summarized above in 
and to make key features R/N-1. Cons: Short term 
accessible to all costs to County of a 
contractors and vendors. couple hundred 
These recommendations thousand dollars, but 
are summarized at Study these costs will be far 
pp. 12-21 to 12-30. outweighed by 

gained efficiencies 
through increased 
staff productivity and 
enhanced 
competition for 
contracts. 
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Administrative MTA Relev:ant:Findmgs I Pros&Cons :aet0rms& Recommendations Ad~o111lloOtio11s 
.,. .Jiistifi.catioD.s · 

Non~fulius!!:I-
specific~ 

Poli~fOntions 
. 

All Industries Establish standard lead Small contractors Pros: Maximizes 
(R/N-6) time for prospective sometimes complain that competition for 

bidders to submit bids to the bidding process County contracts and 
Uniform Lead at least thirty (30) days sometimes did not allow better enables 
Times for Bid after issuance of bid enough time to be able to smaller SIMIWBE 

Submittals solicitations by County. put a bid·together and firms to compete. 
submit it. Smaller 
contractors often cannot Cons: None. County 
afford to hire additional may be doing this 
staff members that are already on many 
solely dedicated to contracts, but for 
marketing and bid some, the advertising 
preparation. period for invitations 

to bid is only two 
weeks (e.g., informal 
contracts, 
decentralized 
purchase order 
requests for 
quotations, and 
single trade annual 
contract requests for 
quotations. 
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Administrative MTA RelevantFindmgs./ Pros & Cons 
Refoi'fus .& Recommendations Additi<tnal OJ!!ions '·· . J-nstificaiions · 

Non•Industrv~ 
Specific 

Poli£!.O~tions ' 

,· 

All Industries Notify unsuccessful FML concurs. County There is a strong Pros: Enhances 
(R/N-7) bidders that they are currently provides such perception among some transparency and 

entitled to a de-briefing debriefings upon request. MIWBEs that the bidder trust in 
Debriefings for with County to learn This practice may lead to bidding process is rigged fairness in the 

Unsuccessful why their bids or better bids in the future, and that same good old contract award 
Bidders proposals were not and may well result in boys always win. De- process; also helps 

successful and things subsequent contract briefing for unsuccessful keep bid evaluators 
they might do in the awards to S/M/WBE bidders could help to honest in knowing 
future to strengthen such firms that previously had make the contract award they will have to 
bids and proposals. had unsuccessful bids. process more transparent defend their contract 
(Study at p. 12-27) County should and remove some of the award decisions. 

encourage such distrust, thereby 
debriefings by including enhancing competition Cons: May require 
offer for debriefings in for future bids. (See some additional man 
bid solicitations and Study at pp. 10-1to10- hours from County 
through outreach events 25) staff in meeting with, 
to S/M/WBE firms. or providing written 

critiques to, 
unsuccessful bidders. 
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Adminisfrative MTA RelevantFindings/ Pros.& Cons 
Reforms& Recommendations 

Noli~mdlls~ 
AdditionaIOntions · ~uStifications 

SJ)ecmc~ 
Polic1 Ontions 

All Industries Establish position for See Study at pp. 10-5 to Pros: Enhances 
(R/N-8) Equal Business 10-7; and 10-10. perceptions of 

Opportunity fairness in 
Establish Position Ombudsman with procurement 

for Equal Business mediation processes process; avoids 
Opportunity available to resolve severe financial 
Ombudsman disputes. Review City of· stress for smaller 
(Mediation of Baltimore's M/WBE contractors and 

Disputes) Program for vendors in resolving 
requirements relating to many disputes 
mediation of disputes without exorbitant 
between MIWBE firms legal expenses. 
and prime contractors. It 
has been effective in Cons: It is 
resolving payment sometimes difficult 
disputes, boosting for EBO Office or 
MIWBE participation on other County officials 
change orders, and to stay neutral or to 
preventing breaches of be able to lean 
MIWBE participation heavily on both 
clauses in contracts by parties to come to a 
non-compliant primes successful resolution. 
before the defects 
become incurable. EBO 
Office could also use 

13 



such procedures to 
All Industries resolve disputes between 

(RJN-8) County and contractors. 

Establish Position 
for Equal Business 

Opportunity 
Ombudsman 
(Mediation of 

Disputes) 
(continued) 
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Administrative MTA RelevantFmdbi~ I Pros& Cons 
_Refomis& Recommendations Additional-Options 

'' 
· · Justifications 

Ntin..,Ind1is!!I-
Specific-

Polic!;Options 

All Industries Establish Subcontractor FML concurs. Establish Small contractors are Pros: Streamlined 
(R/N-9) Prompt Payment Policy a requirement that particularly susceptible payment process 

for expedited payments primes are paid by to slow payment. benefits, contractors, 
Expedited Payment for undisputed portions County for undisputed Accelerated payments small and large, 

Program of invoices within five invoices within fifteen will disproportionately improves local 
days; days, and that primes benefit S/M/WBE firms economy, and 

give notice to that have unequal access ultimately leads to 
subcontractors of to working capital. lower prices for 
disputed portions of (See Study at pp. 10-13 goods and services 
sub's invoice within five to 10-14; and 12-27) purchased by 
days of receipt, and pay County. 
undisputed subcontractor 
invoices within five days Cons: None. Either 
of receipt of payment way, the taxpayer 
from County. money will be spent, 
Montgomery County but by spending it 
Public Schools was able more quickly, costs to 
to accelerate electronic taxpayers and vendor 
payment of undisputed community alike will 
invoices to within 48 ultimately be 
hours of receipt of reduced. (Does not 
invoice. This resulted in include retainage for 
reduction in school latent defects.) 

15 



construction costs of 
All Industries 20% as primes and subs 

(R/N-9) no longer 'had to finance 
payroll, material, and 

Expedited Payment supplies purchases. 
Program 

(continued) 
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Administrative MTA ·. R.elevant:'Findiligs I Pros&Cons 
:Reforms.& Recommendations Additional OJ!t,ions cjllstfficatfoils 

:Nan .. inaiistry- ' 
I 

Sriecific 
Polfo,I Qltfons . 

All Industries Invoice disputes are a FML concurs, and Small contractors are Pros: Streamlined 
(R/N-10) source of slow payment suggests requirement particularly susceptible payment process 

problems. Establish a that contract flow-down to slow payment. benefits, contractors, 
Disputed Invoice requirement that County provisions be inserted in Accelerated payments small and large, 
Five Day Notice must notify a prime of a subcontractor contracts will disproportionately improves local 

Requirement disputed invoice within by primes. One sanction benefit S/M/WBE ftrms economy, and 
five days of receipt. for unjustified slow that have unequal access ultimately leads to 
Require that primes payment by prime is that to working capital. lower prices for 
similarly notify prime authorizes County (See Study at pp. 10-12 goods and services 
subcontractors of in its contract to pay to 10-14; and 12-27) purchased by 
disputes with invoices subcontractor directly County. 
within five days. Failure where there is no 
to comply with prompt legitimate dispute, and to Cons: None. Either 
payment provisions may deduct those way, the taxpayer 
result in withholding of subcontractor payments money will be spent, 
funds by County. from future invoice total but by spending it 
(Study at p. 12-27) for prime. more quickly, costs to 

taxpayers and vendor 
community alike will 
ultimately be 
reduced. (Does not 
include retainage for 
latent defects.) 
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Administrative MTA .. · RelevantFmdiru!s l Pros &Cons 
Reforms& Recommendations 

Noii~Industrv-
Additional Ontions · ' .1UStltieations 

· specific' 
Polit:! C>Dtions 

All Industries County should improve The Supreme Court cited Pros: Strengthens 
(R/N-11) its commercial such commercial legal defensibility of 

nondiscrimination policy nondiscrimination program and 
Commercial Non- that states it will not policies in the Croson simultaneously 

Discrimination engage in business with case as a basic right, provides County with 
Policy firms that discriminate in foundation, and a broader platform to 

their solicitation, prerequisite for local change behavior in 
selection, or commercial governments that seek to the marketplace by 
treatment of ensure they are not causing its vendors 
subcontractors, suppliers, passive participants in and contractors to be 
vendors, or commercial private sector consciously inclusive 
customers on the basis of discrimination. Such in the way they 
race, gender, sexual policies also set the tone conduct business. 
identity or sexual for all else that follows 
orientation. This policy in the EBO Program and Cons: None. 
should require clauses be similar economic 
incorporated into all inclusion programs. 
IFBs, RFPs, bid 
documents and contracts 
enforcing this policy as a 
material term of County 
contracts. In addition, 
County should adopt 

18 



procedures for accepting 
and investigating 

All Industries complaints for violations 
(R/N-11) of this policy, and 

establishing due process 
Commercial Non- for institution of 

Discrimination sanctions against firms 
Policy that have violated this 

(continued) policy including, but not 
limited to, suspension or 
termination of existing 
contracts, debarment, 
mediation, and 
negotiated consent 
agreements to remedy 
effects of discrimination 
and prevent its 
reoccurrence in the 
future. (See similar 
policies for Palm Beach 
County School District, 
City of Baltimore, and 
State of Maryland) 
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Admhiisfrative MTA R.elevailtFind!!msJ P·ros&Cons B.erorms& Recommendations AdditicmatOntions ·. JUstifications · 
Non~:tnillls!t;I- -

·Speclfjc 
Poll~IOntions 

' 

All Industries The Director or designee M/WBE vendors and Pros: There often is 
(RJN-12) of the EBO Office shall professional services natural bias to score 

serve as a voting firms perceive Good Old incumbent firms that 
EBO Office member on each Boy network is a barrier have a long track 

Representation on Evaluation Panel used by to entry at County. record of successful 
Evaluation Panels County to score and (Study at p. 10-1 to 10- performance 

select Respondents to 25). Moreover, disproportionately 
RFPs for contract significant disparity in higher than non-
awards. (**Note: the the utilization of CCNA incumbent S/MIWBE 
County is already doing pre-qualified MBE firms firms that may have 
this, however, the that have been similar successful 
evaluation and scoring previously evaluated for track records 
process for these panels capacity and competence elsewhere. Smaller 
currently does not allow strongly suggests bias in firms and unknown 
for any discussion the evaluation panel firms are perceived 
among panel members process. There is also as greater risks. This 
before final tallies, significant disparity in built-in bias can best 
which undermines award of informal be counteracted 
effectiveness of panel professional services through a 
diversity.) Study results contracts that are deliberative process 
reflecting that CCNA negotiated with County where each panel 
prequalified MBE in absence of evaluation member is 
professional services panels. (See Study at pp. challenf!ed to fustlfy 
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firms are significantly 7-19 to 7-21; Tables 7.12 their scores, 
underutilized as a result and 8.3; and 7-1to7-27) 

All Industries of current evaluation During internal Cons: Some 
(R/N-12) panel process strongly stakeholder meetings evaluation panel 

suggests internal bias with County staff, a few members may resent 
EBO Office against S/M/WBE firms. incidents were identified an "outside" 

Representation on The presence of an where undue influence presence that 
Evaluation Panels advocate for economic from department heads interferes with, or 

(continued) inclusion on such may have biased challenges, their 
evaluation panels may evaluation panel process. view of the preferred 
help to counteract natural firm, and may not be 
biases favoring open to 
incumbent firms and to reconsideration of 
keep scoring of other the fairness of their 
panel members fair. scoring practices and 

selection process. 
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Administrative MTA I RelevantFfudiggs J Pros.&Cons 
Reforms'& Recommendations Additional Qntfons Justifications 

Noil-Tudus!!:I;-
specific. 

Poli~.Onnons 

All Industries Include contractual FML concurs. Also Penalties and sanctions Pros: Establishes 
(R/C-1) provisions authorizing establish an S/M/WBE for such violations are accountability and 

EBO Office to hotline to EBO Office absolutely essential for means for 
Penalties and investigate allegations of for reporting of alleged maintaining integrity of independent 

Sanctions for Non- non-compliance with fraud and non- EBO Program. If investigation of false 
compliance with M!WBE participation compliance; however, participation reporting of 

S/MIWBE requirements. Sanctions there must also be requirements are not S/MIWBE 
Requirements for violation of provisions for sanctions treated as a material participation and 

S/M/WBE program to discourage frivolous deliverable under the non-compliance with 
requirements should claims of fraud and non- terms of the contract, contractual 
include withholding of compliance being filed program will become commitments; 
payments, termination of by competitors. meaningless. (See Study 
suspension of contracts, atp. 10-10) Cons: Requires 
contract breach damages increased vigilance 
equal to dollar value of to avoid and 
shortage under discourage filing of 
S/M/WBE participation frivolous claims of 
commitment, rejection of non-compliance by 
bids as a non-responsible competitors and non-
bidder, and debarment. performing 
(Study at p. 12-12) subcontractors. 
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Admhllstrative MTA 
'. ;Relevan.f Fbimngs l Pros&Cons 

R.etonns& Reconunendations ' AdditionafOptions · Justifications 
Non..;;Ji1drui!ti- . 

Specific .. 

' :roli£IOJ!tions 
' 

All Industries To safeguard the FML concurs. There Penalties and sanctions Pros: Reinforces 
(R/C-2) interests of bona fide also needs to be an for such violations are importance of 

S/M/WBE firms, administrative hearing absolutely essential for eligibility standards 
Penalties and certification applications process and appeals maintaining integrity of and integrity of 

Sanctions for Fraud should require executed process to ensure EBO Program. If program as a tool to 
(Certification and sworn statements as to fairness in imposition of certification eligibility remedy the effects of 

S/MIWBE truth and veracity of sanctions. Consider also standards are not marke-tplace 
Compliance) information provided in routine audits by EBO enforced, program will discrimination on 

application under penalty Office or other become meaningless and MIWBE firms. 
of perjury. EBO Office department of may lose its legal 
should be granted documentation submitted defensibility as a tool to Cons: County 
authority to investigate in support of certification remedy legitimate prefers to outsource 
and impose penalties for to identify and marketplace certification function. 
fraud. (Study at p. 12- discourage fraud. If discrimination. Expense of review 
12) certification reciprocity and enforcement of 

is permitted, care must eligibility standards 
be taken to ensure is essential cost for 
rigorous standards and satisfying the 
integrity in process. "narrow tailoring" 
Otherwise, the integrity requirements under 
of County's certification the U.S. Constitution 
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is only as strong as the for race- and gender-
All Industries weakest link that conscious remedies. 

(R/C-2) reciprocity has been 
provided to. 

Penalties and 
SanctionsforFraud 

(Certification and 
S/MIWBE 

Compliance) 
(continued) 
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Admillistrative MTA .Relevant E'mdj!!gsl Pros&Cons· 
Reforms.& Recommendations AdditionalOnoons· .Justificatiolls 

Ncinrlrldllsiiv._ 
Specific 

Politt,Ol!tions 
.·· 

All Industries Continue practice of Unchecked substitutions Pros: Establishes 
(R/C-3) requiring EBO Office's ofS/M/WBE accountabiltty and 

prior approval of any subcontractors following means for 
EBO Office Prior substitution of contract award are a independent 

Approval of S/M/WBE significant vulnerability investigation of false 
S/MIWBE subcontractors by a in achievement of reporting of 

Subcontractor prime contractor. meaningful M/WBE SIMIWBE 
Substitutions participation. Without participation and 

such checks and non-compliance with 
balances, good old boy contractual 
networks will operate to commitments; 
get rid of disfavored 
S/M/WBE Cons: Requires 
subcontractors for other increased vigilance 
favored subcontractors to avoid and 
without any legitimate discourage filing of 
business justification. .frivolous claims of 
(Study at pp. 10-1 to 10- non-compliance by 
25; 9-1 to 9-20; and 11-1 competitors and non-
to 11-20) performing 

subcontractors. 
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Administrative MTA .. Relevant Fmdbu!sf P·ros.& .. Cons 
Reforms& Recommendations Additfonalgptions '~J"ustlficatiOns 

~ 

Noll:...:lnduSfrv• 
·.· 

.Specific 
PoJig;O)!tions 

. 

All Industries County staff will need The EBO Program The most effective Pros: The EBO 
(R/C-4) extensive training in should be incorporated M/WBE programs are Office can be far 

operation of new EBO into the County those wherein each more effective in 
County Staff Program that will apply procurement procedures department that is implementing the 

Training (S/MIWBE SBE and MIWBE manual, and should be involved in the bidding, program if the 
Program program features on a developed and procuremen~ and SIMIWBE program is 

Procedures and contract-specific basis. distributed to all affected contract compliance embraced by all 
Responsibilities) (Study at pp. 12-20 and County staff; moreover, processes takes departments within 

12-23; see also pp. 11-1 training should be ownership of the the County; it would 
to 11-20 re: best conducted for all County program and willingly be prohibitively 
practices for area SBE personnel that have some and effectively fulfills its expensive to hire 
programs). functions or responsibilities under the redundant personnel 

responsibilities under the program. within the EBO 
S/M/WBE program. Office to monitor 

contract compliance. 
Economic inclusion 
requirements must be 
viewed as an equal 
deliverable under all 
contracts. 

Cons: None. 
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TABLE II-A: RACE I GENDER-NEUTRAL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
POLICY OPTIONS FOR COUNTY'S EQUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-5-18) 

.:· 

lndustrvSnecific MTA ', Rele~ilntFilldiimsI··· Pros'&Cons 
Programs Recolllmendations Addllio11alOntions 

": · · J:llriificanons 
'. 

Construction Establish a work group Significant disparity and Pro: Provides 
(R/N-14) (e.g., similar to Banking underutilization in enhanced access to 

Consortium) for County M/WBE prime contracts for 
Bond Waivers and purposes of improving construction prime SBE and MIWBE 

Assistance Minor Construction contract participation for firms; strengthens 
Programs Annual Contracts African American and ability to obtain 

program. Examine best Hispanic-American firms bonds for SBE 
practices around the (Study at pp. 7-1 to 7-27; firms, while reducing 
country for various types Table 7.11); regression risk of loss through 
of bonding assistance analysis based upon technical assistance 
and Owner Controlled PUMS data indicates and financial 
Insurance Programs disparities are not likely management support. 
(OCIP), and making a explained by differences 
recommendation to EBO in capacity, especially at Con: Initial 
Office, County the subcontracting level. monetary investment 
Administrator, and the (Study at pp. 9-1 to 9-20) in program may be 
Board for adoption of a Bonding requirements problematic due to 
model that may enhance are likely hindering budgetary concerns. 
availability of bonded ability of M/WBE 
S/M/WBE prime contractors to bid 
contract bidders. successfully due to 
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Continue to waive bonds unequal access to capital 
Construction where feasible on and bonding. (Study pp. 

(R/N-14) contracts below 6-7 to 6-18; Tables 6-7 
$200,000. For larger 10-1 to 10-25) 

Bond Waivers and contracts, consider bond 
Assistance premium cost 
Programs reimbursement models 

(continued) with a dollar cap to help 
level playing field in cost 
competitiveness of 
S/M/WBE bidders as 
compared to larger ftrms 
that traditionally have 
lower premiums; 
Consider also bond 
guarantee models to 
enhance availability of 
bonds for S/M/WBE 
firms, and technical 
assistance models to 
strengthen bidding 
capability and 
management of funds to 
mitigate risk of loss. 
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IndustrYSnecific MTA Relevant Findintm J Pros&Cons 
Ptot!tams· Recommendations Additional Ontions ~ Justifications 

. 
' 

. . 

Construction Revise the program for FML concurs. County Significant disparity and Pro: Provides 
(R/N-15) County's direct should also consider underutilization in enhanced access to 

purchases of single trade eliminating multi-step County M/WBE prime contracts for 
Revised Single services in smaller bid process and construction prime SBE and MIWBE 

Trade Contracting construction contracts by expanding the number of contract participation for firms; strengthens 
Program for County to include SIM/WBE prequalified African American and ability to obtain 

Small Contracts informal contracts that firms to place in rotation Hispanic-American fmns bonds for SBE firms 
are less than or equal to for such contracts (Study at pp. 7-1to7-27; through development 
$100,000, thereby beyond five firms when Table 7.11); regression of successful track 
enhancing opportunities practicable based upon analysis based upon record at entry level. 
for S/M/WBE fmns to the annual volume of PUMS data indicates . 
bid and work as prime such work that is disparities are not likely Con: Requires more 
contractors. Limit available. The order of explained by differences administrative 
contract renewals to two the small contractor in capacity, especially at resources by County 
years, and rotate rotation should be the subcontracting level. to manage multiple 
assignments among no periodically adjusted (Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20) small projects 
less than five awardees from the fmn with the Bonding requirements instead of one larger 
for each single trade least dollars received to are likely hindering bundled contract. 
contract (Study p. 12- firm with most dollars ability of M/WBE 
26) received. County could contractors to bid 

use time and materials successfully due to 
price negotiation formula unequal access to capital 
similar to JOC for and bonding. (Study pp. 
arriving a price for each 6-7 to 6-18; Tables 6-7 
contract task order or 10-1 to 10-25) 
purchase order award. 
Levels the playinj?; field 
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for M/WBE bidders that 
tend to be small and 

Construction unable to get volume 
(R/N-15) discounts on supplies 

that larger contractors 
Revised Single get. This approach 

Trade Contracting enhances opportunities 
Program for for small non-incumbent 

Small Contracts firms to develop a 
(continued) successful track record 

with County. 
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lndnsta Snecific MTA Relevant.Findings J Pros&.Cons 
Programs Recommendations Additional Ontions · ---· JUstificatiolls 

-- - --

Construction Revised Minor Significant disparity and Pro: Provides 
(R/N-16) Construction program underutilization in enhanced access to 

for small prime County MIWBE prime contracts for 
Revised Minor contractors to compete construction prime SBE and MIWBE 
Construction for prime construction contract participation for firms; strengthens 

Annual contracts valued at $2.5 African American and ability to obtain 
Prime Contract million or less, contract Hispanic-American firms bonds for SBE firms 

Program terms of one year, with (Study at pp. 7-1to7-27; through development 
no more than two one- Table 7 .11 ); regression of successful track 
year options based upon analysis based upon record at entry level. 
satisfactory performance, PUMS data indicates 
with size standard disparities are not likely Con: Requires more 
categories based upon explained by differences administrative 
industry for small in capacity, especially at resources by 
business firms: the subcontra9ting level. COUNTY to manage 

(Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20) multiple small 
SBE-size Bonding requirements projects instead of 
standard equal to are likely hindering one larger bundled 
25% (or 50%) of ability ofM/WBE contract. 
SBA small contractors to bid 
business size successfully due to 
standard for unequal access to capital 
construction, or $9 and bonding. (Study pp. 
million in gross 6-7 to 6-18; Tables 6-7 
annual revenues 10-1 to 10-25) 
(one-half of 
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M/WBE size 
standard for 
construction 
(provide evaluation 
preference up to 
15%forSBE 
primes bidding on 
alternative delivery 

Construction method 
(R/N-16) construction 

contracts (e.g., CM 
Revised Minor at Risk); permit 
Construction waiver of bonding 

Annual requirements for 
Prime Contract prime contracts 

Program below $200,000 
(continued) per State law.) 

(Reserve subset of small 
prime contracts valued at 
or below $100,000 for 
competition solely 
among SBEs.) 
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Industrv Sneci:fic MTA RelevantFindfugs·/ Pros&Cons 
Programs Reeommendations AdditionaIO(!tions .Justifications ·. 

... 

Construction Mandatory Significant disparity and Pro: Enhances 
(R/N-17) subcontracting outreach underutilization in capacity development 

program with SBE CountyMBE and competition in 
SBE Subcontracting subcontract goals of 20% construction subcontract subcontracting 

Program unless waiver or participation for African overall; provides 
reduction is granted by American and Hispanic assistance for 
EBO Office I Goal American categories of emerging firms, as 
Setting Committee. M/WBEs; also well as for more 
Mandatory good faith statistically non- established small 
outreach by primes to significant disparity for firms; 
satisfy contract-specific Asian American, Native 
SBE subcontracting goal Americ~ and WBE Con: Short term 
of 20%; centralized subcontractors. (Study reduction of 
bidder registration at pp. 8-1 to 8-9; Table competition on 
system can significantly 8.2) subcontracts; 
improve outreach and possible adverse cost 
facilitate documentation impact; requires 
of availability by specific carefal consideration 
trade. Such data will of selection of 
further provide objective remedy on project-
means for processing by-project basis. 
SBE goal waiver 
requests or goal 
reductions on a contract-
specific basis to be 
considered by Goal 
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Setting Committee or 
Construction EBO Office. 

(R/N-17) 

SBE Subcontracting 
Program 

(continued) 
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Indnstr¥ Snecific ~ RelevantFindines I Pros &Cons 
Promms Recommendations Additi0nafonfions Jnstiti~~lis , · 

Team up more 
Construction established and Relationship-building is .Pro: This approach 

(R/N-18) successful construction a key component to to building capacity 
firm mentors with less opening up subcontract is favored by the 

SBEMentor- established SBE firms to opportunities for AGCandmay 
Protege Program provide management emerging SBE firms that provide a win-win 

guidance and training. are not lmown to prime scenario if a long-
May provide additional contractor community. term prime - sub 

· incentive to potential Helps break down relationship evolves; 
mentors by reserving barriers inherent in good mentor will have 
some contracts for pre- old boy networks. greater confidence in 
approved mentor-protege (Study at pp. 10-10 to SBE subs that they 
teams. (See City of 10-12), Also, training in have mentored. 
Columbia, SC mentor- such matters as safety 
protege program; see programs, payroll, Con: There may not 
also Port of Portland estimating and bidding, be enough mentors to 
Emerging Small management of funds meet needs of SBE 
Business Program). and project management subs; incentive for 
Also consider other is extraordinarily participation as 
incentives such as valuable to newer firms. mentor may not be 
accelerated payment, Mentors benefit from sufficient as some 
access to working capital expanded pool of primes perceive 
fund, and direct competent subs that are proteges to be 
purchasing of supplies dependable and work potential 
by Cpunty on behalf of well with prime. competitors. There is 
mentor-protege teams. also a need to have 
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safeguards to ensure 
that protege is not 

Construction becoming a captive, 
(R/N-18) but is gaining 

intended benefit from 
SBEMentor- mentor-protege 

Protege Program relationship. 
(continued) 
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TABLE 11-B: RACE I GENDER-CONSCIOUS CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
POLICY OPTIONS FOR COUNTY'S EQUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-5-18) 

. . 

I· 

llidnm.Sl!etific MTA 
I' 

,J:teievuitFilidliig!l Pros&Cons 
Progranis Recimuliendations Additiolla100t10Di .. 

Jli~catii>ns·· 

·. 

Construction Establishment of annual Flexible benchmarks are Pro: Provides a 
(R/C-5) aspirational goals for important to managing useful tool for 

M/WBE participation in the S/MIWBE program evaluating success of 
Annual Aspirational County construction and finding the program and making 

Goals contracts (base goals appropriate mix of race- necessary 
starting at 28% MBE and and gender- neutral and adjustments to 
13% WBEfor race- and gender- aggressiveness of 
construction prime conscious policies. remedies and 
contract dollars, and Annual goals also outreach efforts. 
24% MBE and 14% provide an up-to-date 
WBE for subcontract measure of availability Con: Must guard 
dollars awarded, with by overall industry against reflex to 
some adjustment as categories, and can be apply annual goals to 
warranted based upon useful for outreach specific projects 
CBR registration). (See purposes. without justification. 
Study at pp. 6-5 to 6-20; Should be updated on 
Table 6.15; and pp. 6-28 a regular basis (at 
to 6-29.) These goals least upon conclusion 
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are not to be necessarily of each disparity 
applied to individual study update, and 

Construction contracts, but rather preferably on an 
(R/C-5) serve as a guidepost to annual basis). 

evaluate the 
Annual Aspirational effectiveness of the SBE 

Goals and MIWBE programs 
(continued) on an annual basis and to 

make adjustments as 
necessary to the mix and 
aggressiveness of 
applied policy options. 
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Indus!!:! Snecific MTA RelevantFiildillll!I Pros&·Cons 
Programs· Recommendations AdditionalOntions , au5tificiiti61ls 

. 

Construction Require prime bidders to FML concurs. Contract- MTA Study concludes Pro: Provides 
(R/C-6) exercise good faith specific subcontracting there is disparity in narrowly tailored 

efforts to meet an goals should be weighted subcontract utilization of approach to setting 
MIWBE M/WBE subcontract to availability of M/WBEs in County realistic MIWBE 

Subcontracting participation goal with M/WBE firms in contracts and very low subcontract goals; 
Goals firms owned by African required sub-specialties; MIWBE utilization in built-in flexibility 

Americans, Asian this provision should private sector with consideration of 
Americans, Hispanic apply to both MIWBE construction contracts, good faith efforts 
Americans, Native prime bidders and non- even after controlling for documentation; 
Americans, and WBEs. M/WBE bidders. capacity and other race- follows federal 
Subcontracting goals Project-specific goals neutral variables. government model 
should also contain should vary by project Moreover, threshold for DBE program 
waiver provisions for and be based upon analysis showed which greatly 
those instances where realistic measurement of significant disparities enhances legal 
sufficient ready, willing, available M/WBE firms persisted even regardless defensibility. 
and able M/WBE for the particular project. of contract size. (Study 
subcontractors are not Documented excessive pp. 8-1 to 8-9; Table 8.2; Con: Is more 
available. (Study p. 12- prices or poor pp. 6-7 to 6-18; Table administratively 
12) performance by M/WBE 6.7; pp. 9-11 to 9-20; and burdensome to 

subcontractors should be 12-2 to 12-5.) implement than 
recognized as a basis for single uniform 
exclusion from bid. subcontracting goal; 
EBO Office and Goal requires careful 
Setting Committee consideration in 
should undertake Koal-settinK staKe for 
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analysis to set each and every 
subcontracting goals on a project. 

Construction project-specific basis. 
(R/C-6) 

MIWBE 
Subcontracting 

Goals 
(continued) 
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Industn.Snecific MLi Relevant Findings I Pros&Cons 
Prof!rams Reconuii.elldations Additjonal~ntions Justifications · 

. 

Construction In those instances MTA Study concludes 
(R/C-7) wherein a particular there is disparity in Pro: Provides 

ethnic segment of subcontract utilization of narrowly tailored 
MIWBE Segmented MIWBE subcontractors MIWBEs in County approach to setting 

Subcontracting (e.g., African American, contracts and very low realistic MIWBE 
Goals and Hispanic American MIWBE utilization in subcontract goals; 

firms) has been private sector built-in flexibility 
consistently and construction contracts, with consideration of 
significantly even after controlling for good faith efforts 
underutilized as capacity and other race- documentation; 
compared to relative neutral variables. follows federal 
availability even after the Moreover, threshold government model 
use of aggregate MIWBE analysis showed for DBE program 
subcontracting goals, significant disparities which greatly 
then subsequent overall persisted even regardless enhances legal 
MIWBE subcontracting of contract size. (Study defensibility. 
goals may be segmented pp. 8-1to8-9; Table 8.2; 
such that a prime bidder pp. 6-7 to 6-18; Table Con: Is more 
must subcontract no less 6.7; pp. 9-11to9-20; and administratively 
than a certain percentage 12-2 to 12-5.) burdensome to 
of the overall MIWBE implement than 
subcontracting goal to single uniform 
M/WBE firms that are subcontracting goal; 
within that significantly requires careful 
underutilized ethnic consideration in 
selmlent. (For example, f!oal-settinf! staf!e for 
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wherein African each and every 
Construction American subcontractor project. 

(RJC-7) utilization reflects 
patterns of near 

MIWBE Segmented exclusion, out of an 
Subcontracting overall 41 % M/WBE 

Goals subcontracting goal, the 
(continued) prime bidders may.be 

required to obtain no less 
than 11% out of that 
41 % from subcontractors 
that are certified as 
African-American firms 
and/or 11% from 
Hispanic American 
firms.) Segmented 
contract-specific 
subcontracting goals 
should also be weighted 
to the relative 
availability of M/WBE 
firms and the identified 
segments of M/WBE 
firms that are qualified to 
provide goods or 
services within the 
required sub-specialties; 
this provision should 
apply to both M/WBE 
prime bidders and non-
M/WBE bidders. 
Project-specific goals 
should varv by proiect 
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and be based upon 
Construction realistic measurement of 

(R/C-7) ready, willing, and able 
M/WBE ftrms that are 

MIWBE Segmented available for the 
Subcontracting particular project. 

Goals Documented excessive 
(continued) unjustified prices or poor 

performance by M/WBE 
subcontractors should be 
recognized as a basis for 
exclusion from bid and 
subcontracting goals 
analysis. 
The EBO Office should 
undertake analysis to set 
subcontracting goals and 
segmented subcontract 
goals on a project-
specific basis. 
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., ' 

IndumJ:: Snecific MTA lteletant Findiligs t . Pros.&Cons 
_Programs ReconilD.endations Additional OIJtions · iustifiamons ·. · 

,' 
' 

Construction Establish joint venture, For contracts greater MTA Study concludes Pro: Provides a 
(R/C-8) partnership I teaming than $2.5 Million, there is significant strongincentivefor 

agreement incentives for establish joint venture disparity in prime collaboration across 
MIWBEJoint prime contract IFBs and policy similar to City of contract and subcontract lines of race and 

Venture I RFPs for alternative Atlanta's which utilization of MIWBEs in gender in bidding on 
Partnership I delivery method promotes establishment County contracts and larger construction 

Teaming Incentive construction contracts. of joint ventures between very low MIWBE contracts; enhances 
(Study at p. 12-24) diverse partners on utilization in private opportunities for 

projects. As relatively sector construction MIWBEs to gain 
few construction projects contracts, even after project management 
may exceed $2.5 million, controlling for capacity and prime contract 
reserve some larger and other race-neutral . experience on larger 
prime contracts valued at variables. Moreover, projects. 
$1 million or greater for threshold analysis 
competition by joint showed significant Con: Requires 
ventures or teams disparities persisted even careful monitoring of 
between non-MIWBE regardless of contract role of MIWBE in 
firms and MIWBE firms. size. (Study pp. 8-1 to 8- contract to insure 
Also consider evaluation 9; Table 8.2; pp. 6-7 to legitimate share of 
preferences for joint 6-18; Table 6.7; pp. 9-11 project management 
ventures or bidding to 9-20; and 12-2 to 12- and contribution to 
teams between two or 5.) joint venture or the 
more certified MIWBE team's scope of 
firms. work; not certain if 
Consideration of this there are sufficient 
option should be limited numbers of MIWBE 
to occasions when the vrimes of sifmificant 
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County has several size and capaclty to 
M!WBEprime match up with other 
contractors of sufficient non-MIWBE bidders. 
size and capacity to (However, CBR 

Construction meaningfully joint system may provide 
(R/C-8) venture or team on better info on 

contracts of this availability of 
MIWBEJoint magnitude. potential JV partners 

Venture Incentive Alternatively, dollar or teams.) Florida 
(continued) threshold for contracts prequalification 

for application of this requirements in 
remedy may need to be construction 
adjusted. Also consider contracts may be an 
providing incentives for impediment to this 
larger MIWBEs to joint AP! as Joint 
venture or team with Ventures will have no 
smaller local MIWBEs to track record for 
build local capacity. For prequalification 
example, on best value purposes. 
construction contracts 
wherein price is not the 
only factor, provide a 
sliding scale of 
evaluation preference 
points based upon the 
percentage ownership in 
the joint venture or the 
percentage of the prime 
contract dollar value that 
the MIWBE N partner 
team member has in the 
project. 
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Ind11m:I SJ!ecific MTA Relevant; Findings/ Pros &Cons 
Programs Recomlllendations AdditionalOJ!tiolis . .. ·· .JUstfiicaaoiis 

.. ' 

Construction Team up more In the event the SBE Pro: This approach 
(R/C-9) established and program version of the to building capacity 

successful construction mentor-protege program is favored by the 
MIWBE Mentor- firm mentors with less (see R/N-18) is unable to AGCandmay 
Protege Program established MIWBE recruit enough mentors, provide a win-win 

firms to provide then this M/WBE scenario if a long-
management guidance Mentor Protege Program term prime - sub 
and training. May should be implemented. relationship evolves; 
provide additional It is presumed that there mentor will have 
incentive to potential will be more certified greater confidence in 
mentors by reserving SBE construction firms MIWBE subs that 
some contracts for pre- than M/WBE firms. they have mentored. 
approved mentor-protege MTA Study concludes 
teams. (See City of there is significant Con: Incentive for 
Columbia, SC mentor- disparity in prime and participation as 
protege program; see subcontract utilization of mentor may not be 
also Port of Portland M/WBEs in County sufficient as some 
Emerging Small contracts and very low primes perceive 
Business Program). MIWBE utilization in proteges to be 
Also consider other private sector potential 
incentives such as construction contracts, competitors. There is 
accelerated payment, even after controlling for also a need to have 
access to working capital capacity and other race- safeguards to ensure 
fund, and direct neutral variables. There that protege is not 
purchasing of supplies was also testimony becoming a captive, 
by County on behalf of indicating that M/WBE and maintains 
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mentor-protege teams. firms have been not had management and 
Consider providing more an equal opportunity to control of its firm. 

ConstruGtion evaluation preference bid and receive 
(R/C-9) points to teams where construction subcontracts 

both the mentor and in absence of MBE 
MIWBE Mentor- protege are M/WBE program and in private 
Protege Program firms. It is important to sector. (Study pp. 8-1 to 

(continued) build capacity within the 8-9; Table 8.2; pp. 6-7 to 
MIWBE community by 6-18; Table 6.7; pp. 9-11 
strongly incentivizing to 9-20; 10-10 to 10-12; 
collaborative behavior and 12-2 to 12-5.) 
and generational transfer 
of intellectual know-how 
on the part of larger 
MIWBE graduates of the 
program. 
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Indusn Snecific. MTA .RelevantFmdillgsf Pros&Cons 
Programs Recommendations Additional Ontions JuStifications 

... 

Construction In construction projects MTA Study concludes Pro: Provides a 
(R/C-10) that are "best value" there is significant strong incentive for 

contracts such as with disparity in prime and collaboration across 
M!WBE Evaluation construction manager or subcontract utilization of lines of race and 

Preference for design-build delivery M/WBEs in County gender in bidding on 
"Best Value" RFPs methods where selection contracts and very low larger construction 

is through an RFP M/WBE utilization in "best value" 
process instead of lowest private sector contracts where price 
responsible bidder IFBs, construction contracts, is not the only 
include language in RFP eveii after controlling for consideration; the 
to encourage M/WBE capacity and other race- greater the level of 
participation on bidder's neutral variables. There MIWBE 
team as one element in was also testimony participation, the 
selection criteria This indicating that M!WBE greater the 
option assigns evaluation firms have not had an evaluation 
point preferences equal opportunity to bid preference for the 
(awarding up to 15% of and receive construction bidder. 
total available evaluation subcontracts in absence 
points on a sliding scale of MBE program and in Con: Requires 
basis based upon the private sector. (Study pp. careful monitoring of 
level of M!WBE 8-1 to 8-9; Table 8.2; pp. role of MIWBE in 
participation) to any 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; contract to insure 
firms bidding on pp. 9-11 to 9-20; 10-1 to legitimate share of 
construction 10-25.) project management 
management or prime Good old boy networks and contribution to 
construction design-build provide a built-in team's scope of work. 
contracts. Evaluation advantage for incumbent 
preference points are firms in Countv 
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assigned to team based evaluations of proposals 
upon the percentage to the detriment of 

Construction dollar value of the locked out MIWBE 
(R/C-10) contract that will be fmns. Evaluation 

performed by team preference points may 
MIWBE Evaluation members that are help to counteract this 

Preference for M/WBEfmns. incumbent advantage for 
"Best Value" RFPs non-M/WBE fmns. (See 

(continued) Study pp. 10-10 to 10-
12). 
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REMEDIAL POLICY OPTIONS FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY'S 
EQUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM (PART fl-PROFESSIONAL SERVICES> 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-13-18) 

Introduction 

The following policy option matrix and recommendations related to Professional Services industry-related remedies are based 
upon our legal review of the November 2017, Final Report entitled "Disparity Study Final Report" ("Study") performed for Palm 
Beach County ("the County") by Mason Tillman Associates, LTD. ("MTA"). Beginning in July 2018, the County convened a group 
of internal County staff stakeholders, as well as a group of Small, Local, Minority, and Women Business Enterprise stakeholders and 
trade association representatives from Palm Beach County for purposes of extensively reviewing and debating the key findings and 
recommendations of the Study to facilitate development of this Policy Option Matrix.1 This first draft of the Policy Option Matrix 
now reflects many of the predominant views from this stakeholder deliberation process regarding the efficacy and justifications for 
various legally defensible policy elements. This document is now intended to facilitate similar consideration and further discussion 
between the business community stakeholders and the Board of Commissioners in furtherance of the Board's deliberations regarding 
the merit of various proposed components of a new Equal Business Opportunity ("EBO") Program. The EBO Program will 
ultimately take the form of draft amendments to the County Purchasing Code, the SBE Ordinance, and the Purchasing Procedures 
Manual and shall reflect features similar to many of those outlined herein. 

In all, there are three distinct parts to this Policy Option Matrix. Part I focuses on administrative reforms and construction 
industry-related remedies. Part II focuses on professional services industry-related remedies (including CCNA design contracts) and 
other professional services. Finally, Part III focuses on remedies related to goods and other services (i.e., non-professional services) 
industry segments. Within this Part II of the Policy Option Matrix, Tables III-A and III-B below summarize respectively the remedial 
industry-specific race-neutral Small Business Enterprise ("SBE") policy options and the race- and gender-conscious minority/women 
business· enterprise ("M/WBE") policy options for the Professional Services industry that may be legally defensible and somewhat 
effective in addressing identified barriers to MIWBE participation in Palm Beach County ("County") contracts. Table III-A reflects 
those recommendations for industry-specific remedial policy options that are race- and gender-neutral. Table III-B reflects those 

1 Altogether, two internal County staff stakeholder meetings and three such Business Stakeholder meetings were held within the month of July 2018 in advance 
of preparation of this document. These internal and external stakeholder sessions were facilitated by Franklin Lee, Esq. 
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recommendations for industry-specific remedial policy options that are race- and gender-conscious (i.e., they incluqe the use of racial or gender classifications). As a result of U.S. Supreme Court precedents requiring narrow tailoring of remedies under the "strict 
scrutiny" standard, the County should first consider the use of race- and gender-neutral remedial options as reflected in Table III-A, and only resort to the race- and gender-conscious remedial options reflected in Tables III-B when it has reason to believe that neutral remedies, in and of themselves, will be insufficient to fully eliminate disparities resulting from discrimination.2 

2 This "Part Ir' of the draft Policy Option Matrix for professional services contracts includes a total of 11 various policy recommendations, of which five are race-and gender-neutral, and six are race-and gender-conscious in nature. "RIC" references within the numerical label of a policy option mean that the proposed policy is a "race- and gender-conscious" remedy. "RIN" references within the numerical label of a policy option mean that the proposed policy is a "race- and gender-neutral" remedy. 
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TABLE III-A: RACE I GENDER-NEUTRAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INDUSTRY 
POLICY OPTIONS FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY'S EOUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-13-18) 

: 

Ind11s!!! Sl!ecific MTA 
AtidffJ~~~~~JJtlo~ -,:i,' 

:RereiiantFfu.dbil! :1 · Pros;& Cons 
.PoliCtOotion · .Rec0mmendmons · -·; Juslifie&tic>ftS'· 

r.··-·-
.. '. -

Professional Ontion 1: Selective use Significant Pro: Automated 
Services of vendor rotation of pre- .underutilization of centralized bidder 
(R/N-19) qualified panel of SBE African American, Asian registration system 

Professional Services American, and WBE combined with pre-
SBE Vendor firms for smaller County firms in Professional qualification process 

Rotation contracts valued at less Services prime contracts will enable rotation 
than $100,000. Price for of various sizes; (Study ofSBEfirms to geta 
'W'orkissubjectto pp. 7-1to7-27; Table fair chance to prove 
negotiation 'W'ith County 7.12; see also Study pp. capabilities on 
based upon rates and 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 smaller projects and 
estimated hours. reflecting significant overcome bias 
Assignment of 'W'Ork disparities in a'W'ard of against unknown 
tasks is rotated among CCNA professional firms. Facilitates 
this pre-qualified panel services prime contracts building a track 
of SBE Professional valued at $325,000 or record and 
Services firms. larger resulting in overcoming lack of 
Periodically, SBE significant County experience 
Vendor Rotation list is underutilization of barrier. 
re-ordered from least prequalified professional 
dollars received to most services firms o'W'Iled by 
dollars received based African American and Con: Reduces 
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upon cumulative dollars Asian American firms; competition in the 
Professional in work tasks each firm see also Study pp. 8-1 to short-run and may 

Services has received within past 8-9 and Table 8.3 re: adversely affect cost. 
(R/N-19) year. subcontractor However, this risk is 

underutilization of mitigated under 
SBE Vendor Option 2: To ensure M/WBEs); and PUMS Option 2. Note also, 

Rotation there is price regression analysis that for certain 
(continued) competition, for those reflecting significant professional services 

professional services disparities adversely contracts in Florida, 
contracts valued at affecting business the CCNA prohibits 
$100,000 or less where ownership rates, firm selection based solely 
price may be a factor in earnings controlling for upon low cost. 
selection, price comparable education, 
quotations must be age, experience, and 
solicited from the next credit worthiness 
three prequalified SBE variables, and reflecting 
vendors in rotation. private sector 

discrimination against 
M/WBE professional 
services frrms in un-
remediated markets. 
(Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
Anecdotal evidence of 
good old boy networks, 
stereotypical attitudes 
against M/WBE frrms by 
some County personnel, 
strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 
frrms, disparate 
treatment in award of 
contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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lndils!ll Snecific MTA Relevant:Fmdi!!gs 1. Pros&Cons 
:P.ollc! Of!tion 

i 

Recommendations AdditionalOntions J'ustlficatious 
' .. ' ·, 

Professional Provide preferences only Significant Pro: Encourages 
Services for frrst time entrants underutilization of more natural 
(R/N-20) seeking professional African American, Asian evolution of 

services contracts for up American, and WBE successfulS/kf/JVBE 
Evaluation to one year after first firms in Professional Professional Services 

Preferences for contract award is won. Services prime contracts sub-consultant firms 
&!£.SBE Evaluation point of various sizes; (Study into full-service 

Prime Bidders preferences (award up to pp. 7-1to7-27; Table Professional Services 
15% of available 7.12; see also Study pp. firms that bid as 
evaluation points) to 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 primes. Helps 
SBE firms bidding as reflecting significant overcome natural 
first-time Professional disparities in award of bias in favor of 
Services prime CCNA professional incumbent firms that 
consultants. One year services prime contracts repeatedly perform 
after the SBE valued at $325,000 or Professional Services 
Professional Services greater resulting in prime contracts for 
firm is frrst awarded a significant County 
contract on this basis, the underutilization of 
SBE firm is no longer prequalified professional . Con: SBA size 
eligible for such "New" services firms owned by standards for SBEs 
SBE prime bidder African Americans and may not be workable 
evaluation preferences in Asian Americans; see for Professional 
the future, but may be also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 Services firms, which 
entitled to other versions and Table 8.3 re: typically may have 
ofthe SBE andMIWBE subcontractor fewer employees. 
evaluation oreferences. underutilization of 
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MIWBEs); and PUMS 
regression analysis 

reflecting significant 
Professional disparities adversely 

Services affecting business 
(R/N-20) ownership rates, firm 

earnings controlling for 
Evaluation comparable education, 

Preferences for age, experience, and 
NewSBE credit worthiness 

Prime Bidders variables, and reflecting 
(continued) private sector 

discrimination against 
M/WBE professional 
services firms in un-
remediated markets. 

(Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
Anecdotal evidence of 
good old boy networks, 
stereotypical attitudes 

against MIWBE firms by 
some County personnel, 

strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 

firms, disparate 
treatment in award of 

contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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Indus!!:!: Snecific MTA RelevantF'md.inl! J Pros&Cons 
Pofic:i;:Ontion Recommendations AdditionalOi!tions ~ Justifications 

Professional Reserve some smaller Significant Pro: Encourages 
Services professional services underutilization of more natural 
(R/N-21) contracts valued at less African American, Asian evolution of 

than $5,000 for American, and WBE successfal S/MIWBE 
SBE Reserve for competition among SBE firms in Professional Professional Services 
Contracts Up to professional services Services prime contracts sub-consultant firms 

$5,000and firms only. For larger of various sizes; (Study into fall-service 
Required SBE informal professional pp. 7-1to7-27; Table Professional Services 
Quotations on services contracts valued 7.12; see also Study pp. firms that bid as 

Informal under $325,000, require 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 primes. Helps 
Solicitations under quotations from at least reflecting significant overcome natural 

$325,000 three SBE professional disparities in award of bias in favor of 
services firms. CCNA professional incumbent firms that 

services prime contracts repeatedly perform 
valued at $325,000 or Professional Services 
larger resulting in prime contracts for 
significant County. 
underutilization of 
prequalified professional Con: SBA size 
services firms owned by standards for SBEs 
African Americans and may not be workable 
Asian Americans; see for Professional 
also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 Services firms, which 
and Table 8.3 re: typically may have 
subcontractor fewer employees. 
underutilization of 
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M/WBEs); and PUMS 
regression analysis 
reflecting significant 
disparities adversely 
affecting business 
ownership rates, firm 
earnings controlling for 
comparable education, 
age, experience, and 
credit\Vorthiness 
variables, and reflecting 
private sector 
discrimination against 
M/WBE professional 
services firms in un-
remediated markets. 
(Study pp. 9-1to9-20). 
Anecdotal evidence of 
good old boy net\Vorks, 
stereotypical attitudes 
against M/WBE firms by 
some County personnel, 
strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 
firms, disparate 
treatment in a\Vard of 
contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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Indus!!!: Suecific MIA. Relevant Fi11dfug§ I Pros.& Cons 
P:oli£l!:Ol!tfon Recommendations Additional ontions ·Justification~ 

·. 

Professional Evaluation point Significant Pro: Encourages 
Services preferences (award up to underutilization of more natural 
(R/N-22) 15% of total available African American, Asian evolution of 

evaluation points) to any . American, and WBE successful SIMIWBE 
SBE Evaluation SBE firms bidding as firms in Professional Professional Services 
Preference for professional services Services prime contracts sub-consultant firms 
Prime Bidders prime consultants on of various sizes; (Study into full-service 

contracts valued at less pp. 7-1to7-27; Table Professional Services 
than $500,000. **One 7.12; see also Study pp. firms that bid as 
alternative is to restrict 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 primes. Helps 
this API to professional reflecting significant overcome natural 
services SBE prime disparities in award of bias in favor of 
consultant bidders that CCNA professional incumbent firms that 
have not previously won services prime contracts repeatedly perform 
a professional services valued at $325,000 or Professional Services 
prime contract with the greater resulting in prime contracts for 
County. (Compare with significant County. 
RIN- 20 above.) underutilization of 
* * 2nd Alternative is to prequalified professional Con: SBA size 
have a sliding scale for services firms owned by standards for SBEs 
award of up to 15 SBE African Americans and may not be workable 
Evaluation Preference Asian Americans; see for Professional 
Points awarded based also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 Services firms, which 
upon relative dollar and Table 8.3 re: typically may have 
value (from 10% up to subcontractor fewer employees. 
100%) of bidder's team underutilization of 
total SBE particiuation. M/WBEs); and PUMS 
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regression analysis 
reflecting significant 

Professional disparities adversely 
Services affecting business 
(R/N-22) ownership rates, firm 

earnings controlling for 
SBE Evaluation comparable education, 
Preference for age, experience, and 
Prime Bidders credit worthiness 
(continued) variables, and reflecting 

private sector 
discrimination against 
M/WBE professional 
services firms in un-
remediated markets. 
(Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
Anecdotal evidence of 
good old boy networks, 
stereotypical attitudes 
against M/WBE firms by 
some County personnel, 
strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 
firms, disparate 
treatment in award of 
contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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Industn Snecific MIA RelevanfF'mdmgs/ Pros &Cons 
PolicvOi!tioli Recommendations . Additional Ontions ,. ~iiStttications 

' 

Professional Mandatory Significant Pro: Enhances 
Services subcontracting outreach underutilization of ability of S/MfwBE 
(R/N-23) program with SBE African American, Asian professional services 

subcontract goals of 20% American, and WBE firms to gain 
SBE Subcontracting unless waiver or firms in Professional experience on larger 

Goals for reduction is granted by Services prime contracts contracts and 
Professional EBO Office. of various sizes; (Study establish a track 

Services Mandatory good faith pp. 7-1to7-27; Table record with County. 
outreach by primes to 7.12; see also Study pp. May also develop 
satisfy contract-specific 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 referral source with 
SBE subcontracting goal reflecting significant prime consultant. 
of 20%; centralized disparities in award of 
bidder registration CCNA professional Con: Notall 
system can significantly services prime contracts professional services 
improve outreach and valued at $325,000 or contracts have 
facilitate documentation greater resulting in commercially useful 
of availability by specific significant subcontract 
trade. Such data will underutilization of opportunities, so 
further provide objective prequalified professional EBO Office and Goal 
means for processing services fmns owned by Setting Committee 
SBE goal waiver African. Americans and will need to carefully 
requests or goal Asian Americans; see evaluate each prime 
reductions on a contract- also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 contract opportunity. 
specific basis. and Table 8.3 re: Also, SBA size 

subcontractor standards may not 
underutilization of effectively benefit 
M/WBEs); and PUMS MIWBE firms since 
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regression analysis professional services 
reflecting significant firms typically have 

Professional disparities adversely relatively small 
Services affecting business numbers of 
(R/N-23) ownership rates, firm employees and gross 

earnings controlling for revenues. 
SBE Subcontracting comparable education, 

Goals for age, experience, and 
Professional credit worthiness 

Services variables, and reflecting 
(continued) private sector 

discrimination against 
M/WBE professional 
services firms in un-
remediated markets. 
(Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
Anecdotal evidence of 
good old boy networks, 
stereotypical attitudes 
against M/WBE firms by 
some County personnel, 
strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 
ftnns, disparate 
treatment in award of 
contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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TABLE ID-B: RACE I GENDER-CONSCIOUS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INDUSTRY 
POLICY OPTIONS FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY'S EOUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-13-18) 

. 

IndusnSJ!ecific MTA · itete\rmtFilldiru!s· / Pros&Cons 
Polic!,OD,tioil Recommendations Additional O~tions. . · J"listifications · · · 

.. 

Professional Establishment of annual Flexible benchmarks are Pro: Provides a 
Services aspirational goals for important to managing useful tool for 
(R/C-11) MIWBE participation in the MIWBE program and evaluating success of 

County professional fmding the appropriate program and making 
Annual Aspirational services contracts (base mix of race- and gender- necessary 

MIWBEGoals goals starting at 23 % neutral and race- and adjustments to 
MBE and 19% WBE for gender- conscious aggressiveness of 
professional services policies. Annual goals remedies and 
prime contract dollars, also provide an up-to- outreach efforts. 
and 25% MBE and 21 % date measure of Provides realistic 
WBE for subcontract availability by overall targets for MIWBE 
dollars awarded, with industry categories, and participation in 
some adjustment on an can be useful for County contracts that 
annual basis as outreach purposes. are data-driven 
warranted based upon Disparity Study fmdings based upon bona fide 
CBR registration). See obtained with benefit of measures of 
Study oo.6-21to6-22; threshold analysis availability. 
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Table 6.16; see also greatly diminish smaller 
Study pp. 6-30 to 6-31.. M/WBE capacity as a Con: Must guard 
These goals are not to be plausible explanation for against reflex to 
necessarily applied to significant disparities apply annual goals to 

Professional individual contracts, but observed at prime specific projects 
Services rather serve as a contract and subcontract without justification. 
(R/C-11) guidepost to evaluate the levels. (Study at pp. 6-7 If not updated 

effectiveness of the SBE to 6-18; 6-21 to 6-24, periodically, can also 
Annual Aspirational and M/WBE Affirmative and 6-30 to 6-31). undermine ability to 

MIWBEGoals Procurement Initiatives narrowly tailor 
(continued) ("APls") on an annual program's 

basis, and to identify and application in the 
direct adjustments as future. 
necessary to the mix and 
aggressiveness of 
applied policy options. 
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lndustrv· Snecific MTA RelevAntF'Jl1filngs l Pros&Cons 
:Poli£! Ontion Recommendations Additional· Ontions ; JustificatlOlls 

;·r:·-c·; 

• ..... 

-
Professional In professional services FML concurs. Significant Pro: Encourages 

Services contracts that are "best Evaluation preference underutilization of more natural 
(R/C-12) value" contracts where points are assigned to African American, Asian evolution of 

selection is through an team based upon the American, and WBE successjitlS/A1/fVJJE 
A1/fVJJE Evaluation RFP process instead of percentage dollar value firms in Professional Professional Services 

Preferences for lowest responsible of the contract that will Services prime contracts sub-consultant firms 
Professional bidder IFBs, include be performed by team of various sizes; (Study into full-service 

Services language in RFP to members that are at pp. 7-1to7-27; Table Professional Services 
encourage MIWBE M/WBE firms. County 7.12; see also Study pp. firms that bid as 
participation on bidder's should also consider 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 primes. Helps 
team as one element in changes to its evaluation reflecting significant overcome natural 
selection criteria. This panel scoring process, disparities in award of bias in favor of 
option assigns evaluation which currently does not CCNA professional incumbent firms that 
point preferences facilitate and discussion services prime contracts repeatedly perform 
(awarding up to 15% of regarding each panel valued at $325,000 or Professional Services 
total available evaluation member's scoring greater resulting in prime contracts for 
points on a sliding scale rationale. This significant County. 
basis based upon the undermines the intent underutilization of 
level of M/WBE and purpose of including prequalified professional 
participation) to any a representative of the services firms owned by Con: Requires 
firms bidding on SBO or EBO Office on African Americans and careful compliance 
professional services each evaluation panel. Asian Americans; see monitoring by 
contracts. (See Study at The idea is to promote also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 County to ensure that 
pp. 12-21 to 12-24) more rational and and Table 8.3 re: A11fVJJE team 

defensible scoring based subcontractor members get to 
upon demonstrated firm underutilization of verform af!reed uvon 
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capabilities, and to MIWBEs); and PUMS scope of work at 
·counteract undue regression analysis agreed upon dollar. 

Professional influence resulting from reflecting significant value. 
Services lengthy incumbency of disparities adversely 
(R/C-12) certain firms in working affecting business 

with County staff. ownership rates, firm 
MIWBE Evaluation Evaluation panel earnings controlling for 

Preferences for members should be comparable education, 
Professional comfortable in defending age, experience, and 

Services their scores based upon credit worthiness 
(continued) questions raised by other variables, and reflecting 

panel members with private sector 
differing views. discrimination against 

MIWBE professional 
services firms in un-
remediated markets. 

(Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
Anecdotal evidence of 
good old boy networks, 
stereotypical attitudes 

against MIWBE firms by 
some County personnel, 

strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 

firms, disparate 
treatment in award of 

contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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Indus!!:! Snecific MTA Relevant Findings./ Pros&Cons 
Policy_O(!tion Reconunendations Additional Of!~OnS .Justifications 

Professional Require prime bidders to FML concurs. There Significant Pro: Enhances 
Services exercise good faith ~hould be opportunity for underutilization of ability of MIWBE 
(R/C-13) efforts to meet an good faith waivers or African American, Asian professional services 

M/WBE subcontract reductions in American, and WBE firms to gain 
MIWBE participation goal with subcontracting goals firms in Professional experience on larger 

Subcontracting firms owned by African based upon Services prime contracts contracts and 
Goals for Americans and Women. documentation of of various sizes; (Study establish a track 

Professional Subcontracting goals inadequate M/WBE at pp. 7-1to7-27; Table record with County. 
Services should also contain availability. Contract- 7.12; see also Study pp. May also develop 

waiver provisions for specific subcontracting 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 referral source with 
those instances where goals should be weighted reflecting significant prime consultant. 
sufficient ready, willing, to availability of disparities in award of 
and able M/WBE M/WBE firms in CCNA professional Con: Natali 
subcontractors are not required sub-specialties. services prime contracts professional services 
available. (Study at pp. This provision should be valued at $325,000 or contracts have 
12-15 to 12-16). limited in its application greater resulting in commercially useful 

to M/WBE prime significant subcontract 
bidders, which, as underutilization of opportunities, so 
significantly prequalified professional EBO Office will need 
underutilized M/WBE services firms owned by to carefully evaluate 
prime firms themselves, African Americans and each prime contract 
should be permitted to Asian Americans; see opportunity. 
self-perform such also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 
M/WBE subcontracting and Table 8.3 re: 
goals. Project-specific subcontractor 
J?;oals should varv by underutilization of 
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project and be based M/WBEs); and PUMS 
upon realistic regression analysis 
measurement of reflecting significant 
available M!WBE firms disparities adversely 
for the particular project. affecting business 

Professional Documented excessive ownership rates, firm 
Services prices or poor earnings controlling for 
(R/C-13) performance by M/WBE comparable education, 

subcontractors should be age, experience, and 
MIWBE recognized as a basis for credit worthiness 

Subcontracting disqualification from bid. variables, and reflecting 
Goals for EBO Office should private sector 

Professional undertake analysis to set discrimination against 
Services subcontracting goals on a MIWBE professional 

(continued) project-specific basis services firms in un-
where there is a remediated markets. 
commercially useful (Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
function to be Anecdotal evidence of 
subcontracted. good old boy networks, 
**Alternatively, consider stereotypical attitudes 
limiting availability of against MIWBE firms by 
this policy option to some County personnel, 
larger professional strong County bias 
services contracts greater favoring incumbent 
than $100,000 in value. firms, disparate 

treatment in award of 
contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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Indusn Snecific MTA Relevant.Finding I Pros&Cons 
P-OfiCI Ontion Recomniendations AdditionalOntions JU.Stifi~afiolls 

' 

Professional In those instances Significant 
Services wherein a particular underutilization of Pro: Provides 

(R/C-13A) ethnic segment of African American, Asian narrowly tailored 
MIWBE subcontractors American, and WBE approach to setting 

MIWBE Segmented (e.g., African American, firms in Professional realistic MIWBE 
Subcontracting Asian American, Services prime contracts subcontract goals; 

Goals for Hispanic American, of various sizes; (Study built-in flexibility 
Professional Native American, and/or at pp. 7-1to7-27; Table with consideration of 

Services Caucasian WBE firms) 7.12; see also Study pp. good faith efforts 
has been consistently and 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 documentation; 
significantly reflecting significant follows federal 
underutilized as disparities in award of government model 
compared to relative CCNA professional for DBE program 
availability even after the services prime contracts which greatly 
use of aggregate MIWBE valued at $325,000 or enhances legal 
subcontracting goals, greater resulting in defensibility. 
then subsequent overall significant 
MIWBE subcontracting underutilization of Con: Is more 
goals may be segmented prequalified professional administratively 
such that a prime bidder services firms owned by burdensome to 
must subcontract no less African Americans and implement than 
than a certain percentage Asian Americans; see single uniform 
of the overall MIWBE also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 subcontracting goal; 
subcontracting goal to and Table 8.3 re: requires careful 
MIWBE firms that are subcontractor consideration in 
within that sirnificantly underutilization of f{oal-settinf{ staf{e for 
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underutilized ethnic M/WBEs); and PUMS each and every 
segment. (For example, regression analysis project. 
wherein African reflecting significant 

Professional American subcontractor disparities adversely 
Services utilization reflects affecting business 

(R/C-13A) patterns of near ownership rates, firm 
exclusion, out of an earnings controlling for 

MIWBE Segmented overall 46% M/WBE comparable education, 
Subcontracting subcontracting goal, the age, experience, and 

Goals for prime bidders may be creditworthiness 
Professional required to obtain no less variables, and reflecting 

Se111ices than 11 % out of that private sector 
(continued) 46% from subcontractors discrimination against 

that are certified as M/WBE professional 
African-American services frrms in un-
firms.) Segmented remediated markets. 
contract-specific (Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
subcontracting goals · Anecdotal evidence of 
should also be weighted good old boy networks, 
to the relative stereotypical attitudes 
availability of M/WBE against M/WBE frrms by 
firms and the identified some County personnel, 
segments ofM/WBE strong County bias 
firms qualified to favoring incumbent 
provide goods or firms, disparate 
services within the treatment in award of 
required sub-specialties; contracts. (Study at pp. 
this provision should 10-1 to 10-25). 
apply to both M/WBE 
prime bidders and non-
M/WBE bidders. 
Project-specific goals 
should varv by project 
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and be based upon 
Professional realistic measurement of 

Services ready, willing, and able 
(R/C-13A) M/WBE firms that are 

available for the 
MIWBE Segmented particular project. 

Subcontracting Documented excessive 
Goals for unjustified prices or poor 

Professional performance by M/WBE 
Services subcontractors should be 

(continued) recognized as a basis for 
exclusion from bid and 
subcontracting goals 
analysis. 
The EBO Office or Goal 
Setting Committee 
should undertake 
analysis to set 
subcontracting goals and 
segmented subcontract 
goals on a project-
specific basis. 
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IndusnS~ecific MTA Relevant Findings I Pros&Cons 
Polic:t Ogtion Recommendations AdditionalOntions .Justifications 

Professional Option 1: Selective use Significant Pro: Automated 
Services of vendor rotation of pre- underutilization of centralized bidder 
(R/C-14) qualified panel of ·African American, Asian registration system 

M/WBE Professional American, and WBE combined with pre-
MIWBE Vendor Services firms for firms in Professional qualification process 

Rotation smaller County contracts Services prime contracts will enable rotation 
valued at less than of various sizes; (Study of MIWBE.firms to 
$100,000. Price for at pp. 7-1to7-27; Table getafairchanceto 
work is subject to 7.12; see also Study pp. prove capabilities on 
negotiation with County 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 smaller projects and 
based upon rates and reflecting significant overcome bias 
estimated hours. disparities in award of against unknown 
Assignment of work CCNA professional firms. Facilitates 
tasks is rotated among services prime contracts building a track 
this pre-qualified panel valued at $325,000 or record to overcome 
ofM/WBE Professional greater resulting in County experience 
Services firms. signi~cant barrier. 
Periodically, M/WBE underutilization of 
Vendor Rotation list is prequalified professional Con: Reduces 
re-ordered from least services firms owned by competition in the 
cumulative dollars African Americans and short-run and may 
received to most Asian Americans; see adversely affect cost. 
cumulative dollars also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 However, this risk is 
received by each firm in and Table 8.3 re: mitigated under 
work tasks assigned subcontractor Option 2. Note also, 
within past year. underutilization of thatfor certain 
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M/WBEs); and PUMS professional services 
Option 2: To ensure regression analysis contracts in Florida, 

Professional there is price reflecting significant the CCNA prohibits 
Services competition, for those disparities adversely selection based solely 
(R/C-14) professional services affecting business upon low cost. 

contracts valued at ownership rates, firm 
MIWBE Vendor $100,000 or less where earnings controlling for 

Rotation price may be a factor in comparable education, 
(continued) selection, price age, experience, and 

quotations must be creditworthiness 
solicited from the next variables, and reflecting 
three prequalified private sector 
MIWBE vendors in discrimination against 
rotation. M/WBE professional 

services firms in un-
remediated markets. 
(Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 
Anecdotal evidence of 
good old boy networks, 
stereotypical attitudes 
against M/WBE firms by 
some County personnel, 
strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 
firms, disparate 
treatment in award of 
contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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Indus!!:! Snecific MTA Relevant Findings I Pros&Cons 
Policx Ontion Reco1B1Bendations AdditionalOntions .· · ··· .tllsiifkations 

.. 

Professional For smaller informal Significant Pro: Automated 
Services professional services underutilization of centralized bidder 
(R/C-15) contracts valued below African American, Asian registration system 

$100,000, and for other American, and WBE combined with pre-
Required MIWBE formal professional firms in Professional qualification process 

Quotations on services contracts valued Services prime contracts will enable rotation 
Smaller Informal below $325,000, require of various sizes; (Study of MIWBE.firms to 
Contracts Valued quotations or proposals at pp. 7-1 to 7-27; Table get a fair chance to 
Below $100,000, to be submitted from at 7.12; see also Study pp. prove capabilities on 

and Required least two M/WBE 7-19 to 7-21; Table 7.12 smaller projects and 
MIWBE Proposals professional services reflecting significant overcome bias 

forRFP frrms prior to contract disparities in award of against unknown 
Solicitations Under award. CCNA professional firms. Facilitates 

$325,000 services prime contracts building a track 
valued at $325,000 or record to overcome 
greater resulting in County experience 
significant barrier. 
underutilization of 
prequalified professional Con: Reduces 
services frrms owned by competition in the 
African Americans and short-run and may 
Asian Americans; see adversely affect cost. 
also Study pp. 8-1 to 8-9 However, this risk is 
and Table 8.3 re: mitigated by 
subcontractor requirement for 
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underutilization of multiple quotes. 
MIWBEs); and PUMS Note also, that for 
regression analysis certain professional 
reflecting significant services contracts in 
disparities adversely Florida, the CCNA 

Professional affecting business prohibits selection 
Services ownership rates, firm based solely upon 
(R/C-15) earnings controlling for low cost. 

comparable education, 
Required M!WBE age, experience, and 

Quotations on credit'W'orthiness 
Smaller Informal variables, and reflecting 
Contracts Valued private sector 
Below $100,000, discrimination against 

and Required MIWBE professional 
M!WBE Proposals services frrms in un-

forRFP remediated markets. 
Solicitations Under (Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 

$325,000 Anecdotal evidence of 
(continued) good old boy networks, 

stereotypical attitudes 
against M/WBE frrms by 
some County personnel, 
strong County bias 
favoring incumbent 
firms, disparate 
treatment in award of 
contracts. (Study at pp. 
10-1 to 10-25). 
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REMEDIAL POLICY OPTIONS FOR PALM BEACH COUNTY'S 
EQUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM (PART ill-GOODS AND OTHER SERVICES) 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-13-18) 

Introduction 

The following policy option matrix and recommendations related to Goods and Other Services (i.e., non-professional services) 
industry-related remedies are based upon our legal review of the November 2017, Final Report entitled "Disparity Study Final Report" 
("Study") performed on behalf of Palm Beach County ("the County") by Mason Tillman Associates, LTD. ("MTA''). Beginning in 
July 2018, the County convened a group of internal County staff stakeholders, as well as a group of Small, Local, Minority, and 
Women Business Enterprise stakeholders and trade association representatives from Palm Beach County for purposes of extensively 
reviewing and debating the key fmdings and recommendations of the Study to facilitate development of this Policy Option Matrix. 1 

This first draft of the Policy Option Matrix now reflects many of the predominant views from this stakeholder deliberation process 
regarding the efficacy and justifications for various legally defensible policy elements. This document is now intended to facilitate 
similar consideration and further discussion between the business community stakeholders and the Board of Commissioners in 
furtherance of the Board's deliberations regarding the merit of various proposed components of a new Equal Business. Opportunity 
("EBO") Program. The EBO Program will ultimately take the form of draft amendments to the County Purchasing Code, the SBE 
Ordinance, and the Purchasing Procedures Manual and shall reflect features similar to many of those outlined herein. 

In all, there are three distinct parts to this Policy Option Matrix. Part I focuses on administrative reforms and construction 
industry-related remedies. Part II focuses on professional services industry-related remedies (including CCNA design contracts) and 
other professional services. Finally, Part III focuses on remedies related to goods and other services (i.e., non-professional services) 
industry segments. Within this Part III of the Policy Option Matrix, Tables IV-A and IV-B below summarize respectively the 
remedial industry-specific race-neutral Small Business Enterprise ("SBE") policy options and the race- and gender-conscious 
minority/women business enterprise ("M/WBE") policy options for the Goods and Other Services industry segments that may be 
legally defensible and somewhat effective in addressing identified barriers to M/WBE participation in Palm Beach County ("County") 
contracts. Table IV-A reflects those recommendations for industry-specific remedial policy options that are race- and gender-neutral. 

1 Altogether, two internal·County staff stakeholder meetings and three such Business Stakeholder meetings were held within the month of July 2018 in advance 
of preparation of this document. These internal and external stakeholder sessions were facilitated by Franklin Lee, Esq. 
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Table IV-B reflects those recommendations for industry-specific remedial policy options that are race- and gender-conscious (i.e., 
they include the use of racial or gender classifications). As a result of U.S. Supreme Court precedents requiring narrow tailoring of 
remedies under the "strict scrutiny" standard, the County should first consider the use of race- and gender-neutral remedial options as 
reflected in Table IV-A, and only resort to the race- and gender-conscious remedial options reflected in Table IV-B when it has reason 
to believe that neutral remedies, in and of themselves, will be insufficient to fully eliminate disparities resulting from discrimination.2 

2 This "Part III" of the draft Policy Option Matrix for goods and other services contracts includes a total of thirteen various policy recommendations, of which 6 
are race-and gender-neutral, and 7 are race-and gender-conscious in nature. "RIC" references within the numerical label of a policy option mean that the 
proposed policy is a "race- and gender-conscious" remedy. "RIN" references within the numerical label of a policy option mean that the proposed 
policy is a "race- and gender-neutraf' remedy. 
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IndusfnSJ!eclfic 
Polic!OI!tfon --

Goods and Other 
Services 
(R/N-24) 

SBE Vendor 
Rotation 

TABLE IV-A: RACE I GENDER-NEUTRAL 
GOODS AND OTHER SERVICES INDUSTRY POLICY OPTIONS FOR 

PALM BEACH COUNTY'S EOUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-13-18) 

. 
,. 

-.MTA -- · :ae1~v~YnidingsJ 
I Recommendations Additional.Ogtions · JuStificanolls · · 

. . 

0Qtion 1: Selective use Significant 
of vendor rotation of pre- underutilization of 
qualified panel of SBE African American, Asian 
Goods and Other American, Hispanic 
Services firms for American, and WBE 
smaller Authority firms in Goods and 
contracts valued at less Other Services prime 

Pros&.Cons 

Pro: Automated 
centralized bidder 
registration system 
combined with pre-
qualification process 
will enable rotation 
ofSBE.firms to get a 

than $100,000. contracts. (Study at pp. . fair chance to prove 
Assignment of work 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) capabilities on 
tasks is rotated among As these disparities smaller projects and 
this pre-qualified panel persist across range of overcome bias 
of SBE Goods and Other large and small contract against unknown 
Services frrms. dollar thresholds, lack of firms. Facilitates 
(Alternatively, purchase M/WBE capacity is not a building a track 
orders for certain likely explanation for record and 
commodities can be disparities. (Study at pp. overcoming lack of 
issued to SBE frrms on 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; County experience 
vendor rotation. and Study at pp. 6-25 to barrier. 
Periodically, SBE 6-26 and Table 6.18) 
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Vendor Rotation list is PUMS regression 
re-ordere!f from least analysis reflecting Con: Reduces 
dollars received to most significant disparities competition in the 

Goods and Other dollars received based adversely affecting firm short-run and may 
Services upon cumulative dollars earnings for M/WBE adversely affect cost. 
(R/N-24) in work tasks each firm Goods and Other However, this risk is 

has received within past Services firms in private mitigated under 
SBE Vendor year. sector un-remediated Option2. 

Rotation markets. (Study pp. 9-1 
(continued) Option 2: To ensure to 9-20). 

there is price 
competition, for those 
Goods and Other 
Services contracts valued 
at $100,000 or less 
where price may be a 
factor in selection, price 
quotations must be 
solicited from the next 
three prequalified SBE 
vendors in rotation. 
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lndum:I S(!ecific MIA RelevantFindings I Pros·&Cons 
Policf OJ!tion Recommendations Additional O]!tions .Justifications 

' 

Significant 
Goods and Other Reserve some smaller underutilization of Pro: Encourages 

Services Goods and Other African American, Asian more natural 
(R/N-25) Services contracts valued American, Hispanic evolution of 

at less than $5,000 for American, and WBE successful SIMIWBE 
SBE Reserve for competition among SBE firms in Goods and Goods and Other 
Contracts Below vendors only. For larger Other Services prime Services 

$5,000and informal Goods and contracts. (Study at pp. subcontractor firms 
Required SBE Other Services contracts 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) into full-service firms 
Quotations on valued at less than As these disparities that bid as primes. 

Informal $100,000, require persist across range of Helps overcome 
Solicitations below quotations from at least large and small contract natural bias in favor 

$100,000 two or three SBE firms. dollar thresholds, lack of of incumbent firms 
M/WBE capacity is not a that repeatedly 
likely explanation for perform commodities 
disparities. (Study at pp. and services prime 
6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; contracts for County. 
and Study at pp. 6-25 to 
6-26 and Table 6.18) Con: Somewhat 

limits competition 
PUMS regression and may slightly 
analysis reflecting increase costs. 
significant disparities However the second 
adversely affecting firm option for eliciting 
earnings for MIWBE multiple quotes from 
Goods and Other competing SBEs 
Services firms in private mitigates this risk. 
sector un-remediated 
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I markets. (Study pp. 9-1 
Goods and Other 

Services 
to 9-20). 

(R/N-25) 

SBE Reserve for 
Contracts Below 

$5,000and 
Required SBE 
Quotations on 

Informal 
Solicitations below 

$100,000 
(continued) 
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Indus!!! Snecific MTA RelevantFindinl.§ I Pros& Cons 
PolicI Ontion Reco.mmendations AdditionalOJ!!!ons Justi&atiolis 

. .· 

Goods and Other Evaluation point Significant Pro: Encourages 
Services preferences (award up to underutilization of more natural 
(R/N-26) 15% of total available African American, Asian evolution of 

evaluation points) to any American, Hispanic successful S/MIWBE 
SBE Evaluation SBE firms bidding as American, and WBE Other Services sub-
Preference for Other Services prime firms in Goods and consultant firms into 
Prime Bidders vendors on "best value" Other Services prime primes. Helps 

contracts valued at less contracts. (Study at pp. overcome natural 
than $500,000. **One 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) bias in favor of 
alternative is to restrict As these disparities incumbent firms that 
this API to Other persist across range of repeatedly perform 
Services SBE prime large and small contract services prime 
bidders that have not dollar thresholds, lack of contracts for County. 
previously won an Other MIWBE capacity is not a 
Services prime contract likely explanation for Con: Many such 
with the County. disparities. (Study at pp. services contracts 
(Compare with R/N- 20 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; are awarded on a 
in Part II.) and Study at pp. 6-25 to low bid basis and 

6-26 and Table 6.18) accordingly there 
PUMS regression may be no proposals 

**2nd Alternative is to analysis reflecting or qualifications 
have a sliding scale for significant disparities submitted, and no 
award of up to 15 SBE adversely affecting firm opportunity for "best 
Evaluation Preference earnings for M/WBE value" evaluations 
Points awarded based Goods and Other where preference 
uoon relative dollar Services firms in private points can be 
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value (from 10% up to sector un-remediated awarded. 
Goods and Other 100%) of total SBE markets. (Study pp. 9-1 

Services participation on bidder's to 9-20). 
(R/N-27) team. 

SBE Evaluation 
Preference for 
Prime Bidders 
(continued) 
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Indnstrv.Sl!ecific MTA. . Relevant!Fmdifigsl Pros&Cons 
Poli£YOntion Recommendations AdartionalOl!tions • , .Justifications . 

. ·: ' . 

Goods and Other For joint ventures Significant Pro: Encourages 
Services between larger underutilization of more natural 
(R/N-28) established frrms and African American, Asian evolution of 

local SBE firms on American, Hispanic successful SIMIWBE 
SBE Joint Venture contracts greater than $5 American, and WBE Other Services 

Incentives for Other million, establish joint frrms in Goods and subcontractor firms 
Services venture incentives such Other Services prime into full-service 

as: (1) additional option contracts. (Study at pp. competitive firms that 
years to contracts; and/or 7-1 to 7-27; Table 7.13) may ultimately bid as 
(2) access to As these disparities primes on larger 
mobilization funds. Also persist across range of contracts, such as 
consider evaluation large and small contract waste hauling. Helps 
preferences for joint dollar thresholds, lack of overcome natural 
ventures between two or M/WBE capacity is not a bias in favor of 
more certified SBE frrms likely explanation for incumbent firms that 
or Joint Venture teams disparities. (Study at pp. repeatedly perform 
that include a minimum 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; such prime contracts 
percentage of SBE and Study at pp. 6-25 to for County. 
participation (e.g., 20% ). 6-26 and Table 6.18) 
Such incentives should PUMS regression Con: Although many 
be used by County when analysis reflecting such contracts are 
it has a priority for significant disparities low bid and do not 
promoting growth in the adversely affecting firm provide opportunity 
availability of new earnings for M/WBE for application of 
S/M/WBE capacity in a Goods and Other evaluation 
given industry segment. Services frrms in private preferences, other 

sector un-remediated incentives such as 
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markets. (Study pp. 9-1 added option years to 
Goods and Other to 9-20). contracts, waiver or 

Services reduction of certain 
(R/N-28) County franchise 

fees, and access to 
SBE Joint Venture certain mobilization 

Incentives for Other funds for purchase of 
Services equipment can be 

(continued) effective incentives 
for joint venturing in 
low bid contracts. 
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Indus!!:! Sl!ecific MTA RelevantFindj!!gs./ Pros&Cons 
Policf;.OJ!tion Recommendations AdditionalOgtions Justificatiom' 

1~ 

Goods and Other For larger Other Services Significant Pro: This AP! 
Services contracts valued at underutilization of provides an entry 
(R/N-29) greater than $5 million African American, Asian point for smaller 

where an adequate American, Hispanic local firms to get into 
SBE Subcontracting number of commercially American, and WBE the industry, to grow, 

Goals for Other useful functions is firms in Goods and and become 
Services Contracts available for Other Services prime competitive for 
Valued at Greater subcontracting, apply a contracts. (Study at pp. bidding on future 
Than $5 Million mandatory 7-1 to 7-27; Table 7.13) prime contracts. 

subcontracting goal for As these disparities With strengthened 
the participation of SBE persist across range of procurement manual 
subcontractors that is large and small contract language and 
equal to 20% of the total dollar thresholds, lack of vigilant policy 
value of the contract. M/WBE capacity is not a enforcement to 
Permit waivers or likely explanation for preclude bid 
reductions of the disparities. (Study at pp. shopping and 
standard 20% 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; improper substitution 
subcontracting goal in and Study at pp. 6-25 to ofSBE and MIWBE 
those instances where 6-26 and Table 6.18) subcontractors, this 
there is a lack of PUMS regression can be an effective 
availability of qualified analysis reflecting tool for meaningful 
SBEs to perform significant disparities S/MIWBE 
subcontracted services as adversely affecting firm participation. 
demonstrated by earnings for WWBE 
adequate good faith Goods and Other Con: Requires due 
efforts documentation Services firms in private diligence to ensure 
submitted by the prime, sector un-remediated commerciallv useful 
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or documentation markets. (Study pp. 9-1 functions exist for 
submitted by Originating to 9-20). subcontracting 
Department reflecting purposes. Care must 

Goods and Other insufficient availability be taken that the size 
Services of commercially useful of the contract is 
(R/N-29) functions for significant enough to 

subcontracting purposes. avoid discouraging 
SBE Subcontracting Subcontracting goals primes from bidding 

Goals for Other shall routinely also be in those instances 
Services Contracts applied to contract. where considerably 
Values at Greater extensions and change less than 80% of the 
Than $5 Million orders whenever value of the overall 

(continued) feasible. contract will be 
retained by the 
prime. 
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Indus!!J'.:Snecific 
PoliCV-Ontion 

Goods and Other 
Services 
(R/C-16) 

TABLE IV-B: RACE I GENDER-CONSCIOUS 
GOODS AND OTHER SERVICES INDUSTRY POLICY OPTIONS FOR 

PALM BEACH COUNTY'S EOUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

(Submitted by Franklin M. Lee, Esquire 8-13-18) 

·. . . 
' 

. . 

M'I'A Rel~Yal.t.Fmdinfil .. .. 
Recommendations AdditfonalOrrtions . .ruSfificatiom 

.. ' .. 
.. 

Esta,blishment of annual Flexible benchmarks are 
aspirational goals for important to managing 
M/WBE participation in the M/WBE program and 
County Goods and Other fmding the appropriate 

Annual Aspirational Services contracts (base mix of race- and gender-
MIWBEGoals goals starting at 16% neutral and race- and 

MBE and 17% WBE of gender- conscious 
annual County dollars remedies. Annual goals 
spent for Goods and also provide an up-to-
Other Services date measure of 
purchases) with some availability by overall 
adjustment on an annual industry categories, and 
basis as warranted based can be useful for 
upon CBR registration. outreach purposes. 
See Study pp.6-25 to 6- Disparity Study findings 
26; Table 6.18. These obtained with benefit of 

- goals are not to be threshold analysis 
applied to individual greatly diminish smaller 

13 

Pros&Cons 
. 

Pro: Provides a 
useful tool for 
evaluating success of 
program and making 
necessary 
adjustments to 
aggressiveness of 
remedies and 
outreach efforts. 
Provides realistic 
targets for MIWBE 
participation in · 
County contracts that 
are data-driven 
based upon bona fide 
measures of 
availability. 



Goods and Other contracts, but rather M/WBE capacity as a Con: Must guard 
Services serve as a guidepost to plausible explanation for against reflex to 
(R/C-16) evaluate the significant disparities apply annual goals to 

effectiveness of the SBE observed at prime specific projects 
Annual Aspirational and MJWBE Affrrmative contract levels. (Study at without justification. 

MIWBEGoals Procurement Initiatives pp. 7-1to7-27; Table If not updated 
(continued) ("APis") on an annual 7.13) periodically, can also 

basis, and to identify and undermine ability to 
direct adjustments as narrowly tailor 
necessary to the mix and program's 
aggressiveness of application in the 
applied policy options. future. 
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Indus!!:! Snecific MTA Relevant Filidmgs I Pros & Cons \ 
PolicIOntion Recommendations Additional Ontions Ji1stifieanons 

Goods and Other Option 1: Selective use Significant Pro: Automated 
Services of vendor rotation of pre- underutilization <?f centralized bidder 
(R/C-17) qualified panel of African American, Asian registration system 

M/WBE Goods and American, Hispanic combined with pre-
MIWBE Vendor Other Services finns for American, and WBE qualification process 

Rotation smaller Authority finns in Goods and will enable rotation 
contracts valued at less Other Services prime ofMIWBE.firms to 
than $100,000. contracts. (Study at pp. get a fair chance to 
Assignment of work 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) prove capabilities on 
tasks is rotated among As these disparities smaller projects and 
this pre-qualified panel persist across range of overcome bias 
of M/WBE Other large and small contract against unknown 
Services finns. dollar thresholds, lack of firms. Facilitates 
(Alternatively, purchase M/WBE capacity is not a building a track 
orders for certain goods likely explanation for record and 
valued at $5,000 or less disparities. (Study at pp. overcoming lack of 
can be issued to M/WBE 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; County experience 
firms on vendor rotation. and Study at pp. 6-25 to barrier. 
Periodically, M/WBE 6-26 and Table 6.18; 
Vendor Rotation list is Table 7.13) PUMS 
re-ordered from least regression analysis Con: Reduces 
dollars received to most reflecting significant competition in the 
dollars received based disparities adversely short-run and may 
upon cumulative dollars affecting firm earnings, adversely affect cost. 
in work tasks or and loan access for However, this risk is 
purchase orders each M/WBE Goods and mitigated under 
firm has received within Other Services firms. Ootion2. 
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past year. (Study pp. 9-1 to 9-20). 

Goods and Other Option 2: To ensure 
Services there is price 
(R/C-17) competition, for those 

Goods and Other 
MIWBE Vendor Services contracts valued 

Rotation below $100,000 where 
(continued) price may be a factor in 

selection, price 
quotations must be 
solicited from the next 
three prequalified 
M/WBE vendors in 
rotation. 
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Indus!!! Snecific MTA Relevant Fin dings I Pros& Cons 
PolicI Ontion Recommendations Additional Ontions tlitstifications 

.. . 

Goods and Other Where there is low Significant Pro: Addresses 
Services availability ofM/WBE underutilization of relatively low 
(R/C-18) authorized African American, Asian availability of 

distributorships or American, Hispanic MIWBE suppliers 
Voluntary MIWBE dealerships for certain American, and WBE and permits them to 

Distributorship commodities, provide firms in Goods and compete on an equal 
Development incentives to Other Services prime basis with other non-

Program manufacturers of those contracts. (Study at pp. MIWBE suppliers. 
commodities to 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) 
voluntarily establish an As these disparities Con: Requires 
authorized dealership or persist across range of resources to carefully 
distributorship with at large and small contract review MIWBE 
least one new M/WBE dollar thresholds, lack of distributorship 
supplier on a non- M/WBE capacity is not a agreements to ensure 
discriminatory basis. likely explanation for MIWBE 
Such incentives may disparities. (Study at pp. distributorships are 
include accelerated 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; treated equally as 
payment and extended and Study at pp. 6-25 to other distributorships 
option years on supply 6-26 and Table 6.18) issued by 
contracts. PUMS regression manufacturer in 

analysis reflecting terms of advertising 
significant disparities support, line of 
adversely affecting firm credit, geographic 
earnings for M/WBE market allocation, 
Goods and Other non-government 
Services firms in private accounts, etc. 
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sector un-remediated 
markets. (Study pp. 9-1 

Goods and Other to 9-20). 
Services As M/WBEs tend to be 
(R/C-18) smaller on average with 

relatively lower sales 
MIWBE Voluntary volume, they probably 

Distributorship are less cost-competitive 
Development because they are not 

Program eligible for the same 
(continued) volume discounts from 

their suppliers that larger 
competitors receive as 
the manufacturer's 
authorized dealer or 
distributor. 
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IndusttI SJ!ecific mA !· ReievantFmdings./ Pros&Cons 
Poli£! Ontion Recommendations AdditionalOJ!tioJis .Jiimfications 

'. 

Goods and Other Where manufacturers Significant Pro: Addresses 
Services have violated County's underutilization of relatively low 
(R/C-19) Commercial Non- African American, Asian availability of 

discrimination Policy by Americari, Hispanic MIWBE suppliers 
Mandatory M!WBE excluding or American, and WBE and permits them to 

Distributorship discriminating against frrms in Goods and compete on an equal 
Development MIWBE suppliers Other Services prime basis with other non-

Program seeking to become contracts. (Study at pp. MIWBE suppliers. 
authorized dealers I 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) 
distributors, this policy As these disparities Con: Requires 
option would require the persist across range of resources to carefully 
manufacturer to establish large and small contract review MIWBE 
such an authorized dollar thresholds, lack of distributorship 
dealership or MIWBE capacity is not a agreements to ensure 
distributorship with an likely explanation for MIWBE 
M/WBE supplier as a disparities. (Study at pp. distributorships are 
condition for being 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; treated equally as 
eligible to sell and Study at pp. 6-25 to other distributorships 
commodities to County. 6-26 ahd Table 6.18) issued by 

PUMS regression manufacturer in 
analysis reflecting terms of advertising 
significant disparities support, line of 
adversely affecting firm credit, geographic 
earnings for M/WBE market allocation, 
Goods and Other non-government 
Services frrms in private accounts, etc. 
sector un-remediated 
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markets. (Study pp. 9-1 
Goods and Other to 9-20). 

Services 
(R/C-19) 

Mandatory MIWBE 
Distributorship 
Development 

Program 
(continued) 
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Indus!!::f snecific MTA. RelevJlDtFindings I Pros&Cons 
Polic:rOJ!tioll Recommendations Additional Ontions , .Justifications· 

·. 

Goods and Other Evaluation point Significant Pro: Encourages 
Services preferences (award up to underutilization of more natural 
(R/C-20) 15% of total available African American, Asian evolution of 

evaluation points) to any American, Hispanic successful SIM!WBE 
M!WBE Evaluation M/WBE firms bidding as American, and WBE Other Services 

Preferences Other Services prime ftrrns in Goods and subcontractor firms 
vendors on "best value" Other Services prime into primes. Helps 
contracts valued at less contracts. (Study at pp. overcome natural 
than $500,000. **One 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) bias in favor of 
alternative is to restrict As these disparities incumbentfirms that 
this API to Other persist across range of repeatedly perform 
Services SBE prime large and small contract services prime 
bidders that have not dollar thresholds, lack of contracts for County. 
previously won an Other MIWBE capacity is not a 
Services prime contract likely explanation for Con: Many such 
with the County. disparities. (Study at pp. services contracts 
(Compare with R/N- 20 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; are awarded on a 
in Part IL) and Study at pp. 6-25 to low bid basis and 
* * 2nd Alternative is to 6-26 and Table 6.18) accordingly there 
have a sliding scale for PUMS regression may be no proposals 
award of up to 15 analysis reflecting or qualifications 
M/WBE Evaluation significant disparities submitted, and no 
Preference Points adversely affecting firm opportunity for "best 
awarded based upon earnings for M/WBE value" evaluations 
relative dollar value Goods and Other where preference 
(from 10% up to 100%) Services firms in private voints can be 
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of total M!WBE sector un-remediated awarded. 
Goods and Other participation on bidder's markets. (Study pp. 9-1 

Services team. to 9-20). 
(R/C-20) 

MIWBE Evaluation 
Preferences 

(continued) 
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Indus!!:! Snecific ,MTA RelevaJitcFindi!w l Pros &Cons 
PolicI Ontion Recommendations Additional Ontions Justifications 

Goods and Other For joint ventures Significant Pro: Encourages 
Services between larger underutilization of more natural 
(R/C-21) established firms and African American, Asian evolution of 

local MIWBE firms on American, Hispanic successful SIMIWBE 
MIWBEJoint contracts greater than $5 American, and WBE Other Sef1Jices 

Venture Incentives million, establish joint firms in Goods and subcontractor firms 
venture incentives such Other Services prime into full-sef1Jice 
as: (1) additional option contracts. (Study at pp. competitive firms that 
years for awarded 7-1 to 7-27; Table 7.13) may ultimately bid as 
contracts; (2) waivers of As these disparities primes on larger 
certain County fees; persist across range of contracts, such as 
and/or (3) access to large and small contract waste hauling. Helps 
mobilization funds. Also dollar thresholds, lack of overcome natural 
consider evaluation · MIWBE capacity is not a bias in favor of 
preferences for joint likely explanation for incumbent firms that 
ventures between two or disparities. (Study at pp. repeatedly perform 
more certified MIWBE 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; such prime contracts 
and SBE firms or Joint and Study at pp. 6-25 to for County. 
Venture teams that 6-26 and Table 6.18) 
include a minimum PUMS regression Con: Although many 
percentage of MIWBE analysis reflecting such contracts are 
participation (e.g., 20%). significant disparities low bid and do not 
Such incentives should adversely affecting firm provide opportunity 
be used by County when earnings for M/WBE for application of 
it has a priority for Goods and Other evaluation 
promoting new Services firms in private vreferences, other 
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SIMIWBE capacity and sector un-remediated incentives such as 
Goods and Other growth in a given markets. (Study pp. 9-1 added option years to 

Services industry segment. to 9-20). contracts, waiver or 
(R/C-21) reduction of certain 

County franchise 
MIWBEJoint fees, and access to 

Venture Incentives certain mobilization 
(continued) funds ior purchase of 

equipment can be 
effective incentives 
for joint venturing in 
low bid contracts. 
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IndustrvSne~ific MTA Relevant Filidiru!sl Pros& Cons 
PolillOf!tion ·. Recommendations Additional Ol!tions .·· • Iustifications . ' . 

Goods and Other For larger Other Services Significant Pro: This AP! 
Services contracts valued at underutilization of provides an entry 
(R/C-22) greater than, $5 million African American, Asian point for smaller 

where an adequate American, Hispanic local firms to get into 
MIWBE number of commercially American, and WBE the industry, to grow, 

Subcontracting us.eful functions is firms in Goods and and become 
Goals for Other available for Other Services prime competitive for 

Services Contracts subcontracting, apply a contracts. (Study at pp. bidding on future 
Valued at Greater mandatory 7-1to7-27; Table 7.13) prime contracts. 
Than $5 Million subcontracting goal for As these disparities With strengthened 

the participation of persist across range of procurement manual 
M/WBE subcontractors large and small contract language and 
that is based upon the dollar thresholds, lack of vigilant policy 
relative availability of M/WBE capacity is not a enforcement to 
qualified M/WBE likely explanation for preclude bid 
subcontractors for the disparities. (Study at pp. shopping and 
commercially useful 6-7 to 6-18; Table 6.7; improper substitution 
functions that are and Study at pp. 6-25 to ofSBE and MIWBE 
available for 6-26 and Table 6.18) subcontractors, this 
subcontracting. Permit PUMS regression can be an effective 
waivers or reductions of analysis reflecting tool for meaningful 
the established significant disparities S/MIWBE 
subcontracting goal in adversely affecting firm participation. 
those instances where earnings for M/WBE 
there is a lack of Goods and Other Con: Requires due 
availabilitv of qualified Services fmns in private dili~ence to ensure 
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M/WBEs to perform sector un-remediated commercially useful 
subcontracted services as markets. (Study pp. 9-1 functions exist for 

Goods and Other demonstrated by to 9-20). subcontracting 
Services adequate good faith purposes. Care must 
(R/C-22) efforts documentation be taken that the size 

submitted by the prime, of the contract is 
MIWBE or documentation significant enough to 

Subcontracting .submitted by Originating avoid discouraging 
Goals for Other Department reflecting primes from bidding 

Services Contracts insufficient availability in. those instances 
Valued at Greater of commercially useful where considerably 
Than $5 Million functions for less than 80% of the 

(continued) subcontracting purposes. value of the overall 
Subcontracting goals contract will be 
shall routinely also be retained by the 
applied to contract prime. 
extensions and change 
orders whenever 
feasible. 
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